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If there is one thing in this 
world that’s highly underrated, 
it’s travel. Be it heart break, 
depression, or your biggest fear, 

there is nothing in this world that 
travel cannot help heal. In my 
case, just planning a holiday gives 
me a boost of happy hormones. 
Browsing through pages and 
pages of properties and flight 
deals and destinations gives me a 
high like no other.

Take off to a beach or to a 
mountain; there is something 
indescribably relaxing about 
packing your bags and getting 
on to a flight. It’s like your mind 
instantly switches off from 
everyday reality and stress and 
goes straight into vacation mode. 

Science and research suggest 
the same too. According to 
some studies, a new place can 
do wonders for your mental and 
emotional health as well. 

I believe the mountains and 
the seas have the power to 
heal. The Greeks, the Romans, 
and the Egyptians understood 
the therapeutic properties of 
seawater. Just being submerged 
in the soft sand leaves you 
feeling awakened and cleansed 
– physically, emotionally, and 
spiritually. The mountains, the 
peaks, and the altitude are 
another mythical experience 
altogether. I doubt any amount of 
alcohol or drugs can give you that 
rush. 

All I am trying to say here is, yes, 
we all have our share of problems. 
Family, time, money, kids…it’s 
an endless list. Still, make time 
for yourself, at least once in a 

year. Take off to the mountains, 
traverse plains you may lose your 
mind (and a bit of your money, 
let’s be pragmatic) to – but, you 
will surely find your soul! 

Only when you visit the tiny 
hamlets and villages with barely 
any food sources and power 
will you realise how trivial and 
immaterial our daily greed and 
issues are. Our metro lifestyles 
make us foreign to the little 
pleasures of everyday life. 
Watching the night sky fill with 
stars, gazing at animals hunting in 
the wild… who cares if you haven’t 
made millions or have 100k 
followers on social media? Life is 
happening now, as we speak. Not 
tomorrow, not after you find the 
right guy, and not after you lose 
weight. Don’t wait for everything 
to be perfect to enjoy the little 
joys and pleasures. Life is lived 
in the present, so simply do what 
makes you happy. If you ask me, 
planning a vacation would be a 
great way to begin…

This month’s issue comes packed 
with great content, courtesy of 
the team. Actress Sandeepa Dhar 
sets the temperatures rising as 
our cover girl, sharing her secrets 
to fitness and positivity with 
us. From pet fashion to celeb 
interviews and more, it’s all in 
here. 

Dear reader, I wish you a joyful 
read, and a happy Dussehra!

Hashtagmagazine.in

@hashtagmagazine.in

www.hashtagmagazine.in
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EVENTS  
IN TOWN UPCOMING EVENTS 

OCTOBER 2021
 Wedding Expo
Explore this dazzling fair where alluring selections by 
professional designers are ready for your perusal! Find 
the best of wedding attires, venues, catering, music, 
photographers, and the best honeymoon locations. Be the 
first one to grab the best!

Date:  1 to 3 October 2021 
Venue: Shubham Convention Centre, Hyderabad

1-3
Oct 2021 

 The Jewellery Show

Be a part of Bengaluru’s meteoric rise as India's top retail 
site for jewellery. Creators and jewellery retailers from 
across India present an eclectic combination of exquisite, 
one-of-a-kind jewellery. Get your hands on the quaintest 
collection.

Date: 22 – 24 October 2021 
Venue: Taj West End, Bengaluru
Time: 10 am – 9 pm

22-24
Oct 2021

Mine N Yours Wedding Show

The wedding fair is back with another prodigious collection for 
your browsing pleasure. Give wings to your wedding ambitions 
by indulging in one-of-a-kind wedding apparel, magnificent luxury 
items, and marital accessories. 

Date: 16 – 17 October 2021 
Venue: Taj West End, Bengaluru
Time: 11 am – 8 pm

16-17
Oct 2021

Shanmukhapriya Live Concert
Our very own Shanmukhapriya left a multitude of 
people around India stupefied with her singing in 
Indian Idol 12. The Indian Idol ajoobi, as they call her, 
is hot to trot Hyderabad with a voracious concert for 
all her fans here. Be a part of this amazing evening, 
dwelling in the utopia of music. 

Date:  9 October 2021
Time:  6 pm onwards
Venue:  Shilpakala Vedika, Hyderabad
Entry Fee:  INR 399/-
Book Now: https://in.bookmyshow.com/events/shanmukha-
priya-live-in-hyderabad/ET00314771

9
Oct 2021 

To get your events featured mail us at contact@hashtagmagazine.in
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TRENDING 
NOW

Making 
the right 
choices: 

Sandeepa Dhar
From making her debut with Rajshri 

Productions, to taking off on a world 
tour to be part of an international 
musical in between her career to 

coming back on screen with varied 
and challenging roles including 
the forthcoming Mai produced 

by Anushka Sharma’s banner, 
Sandeepa Dhar has always made 
unconventional choices. She’s hot, 

she knows her moves and she lives 
life with no regrets…Sinduri Vuppala 

sits down for a warm conversation 
with the go-getter.  
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TRENDING 
NOW

You made your debut with Rajshri Productions' 
Isi Life Mein. How do you look back at your 
journey and choices? 

Every newcomer dreams of getting launched 
under a big banner and I could not have asked 
for a better beginning than my start with Rajshri. 
Most of the technical stuff I know, I have learnt 
from Suraj ji and Raj Babu. Very few people can 
claim to have been launched by Suraj Barjatya 
and I am eternally gratefully to be one of those 
lucky people. I have had the opportunity to work 
with some amazing people, from Salman Khan, 
to Sajid Nadiadwala, to Tiger Shroff, and I feel 
like my journey has just begun. I am exploring 
myself as an actor and I am glad I am in India 
when the digital boom is happening. My journey 
has been extremely enriching, I have learnt a 
lot, had my share of ups and downs and grown 
in my field. They say failure is the best teacher. 
Whatever has passed till now has been very 
fruitful and I am looking forward to my journey 
ahead. 

Along with your dad and brother, you have also 
become an icon for fitness; tell us about your 
daily fitness routine. 

The first hour of my day has to start at the gym. 
I love to get a 1.5-2-hour workout of strength and 
conditioning mixed with a little bit of cardio first 
thing in the morning as I believe it sets the tone 
up in the most positive way possible for the rest 
of my day.

You have had a busy pandemic with the 
consecutive releases of Mum Bhai, Bisaat, and 
Chattis aur Maina, which were all successful 
amongst the audience. What was your 
experience working on these projects?  
Yes, I have had a very busy year. I think we were 
just at the peak of the pandemic when I went to 
Dubai to start shooting for Mum Bhai. I got to do 
something very different with Mum Bhai – it's set 
in the 90’s, and my character was a chartered 
accountant, now a cop’s wife and a very 
intelligent woman. In Bisaat, I played the role 
of a psychologist while in Chattis aur Maina, my 
character is a nachania who is very empowered. 
I have had the opportunity to play some strong 
female characters in women-centric series – my 
character headlines both Bisaat and Chattis aur 
Maina. They are all strong women, who speak 
their mind and are not dependent on the man 
to fend for them. This is where the narrative of 
women in media will change, and I am so glad to 
be a part of it. I had the opportunity to work with 
platforms like Hotstar, Mx, Zee5 and Alt Balaji 
and with creatives like Ekta Kapoor and Vikram 
Bhatt, who come with so much experience. I had 
the chance to learn Marathi for Mum Bhai and 
Kathak and belly dancing for Chattis aur Maina. I 
feel like the world is an oyster, and I can keep on 
exploring. 

The Screen and The Stage

This is where 
the narrative of 
women in media 

will change, and I 
am so glad to be a 

part of it.

''

''
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NOW

Your character in Bisaat was very complex and layered. You also 
claimed that the entire shoot process was emotionally exhausting. 
How do you pick your roles? What attracts you to a script?  

Bisaat was emotionally exhausting, yes, because the character’s 
journey was very complex. As an actor, I wanted to experience 
everything and I put myself in her shoes, which turned out to be 
emotionally taxing. There are multiple factors involved when you 
pick a role. The first thing would be the script, not just in terms of 
my character and their role but in its entirety. I feel like that’s the 
most important factor for me. Then factors like who is directing 
it, who is the producer, what is the platform – they all come in. I 
also look at my character and what value is the role adding to the 
script. I think that if you are hooked within the first three pages of 
the script, then it’s a good one. Good writing is basic and is what 
attracts me to projects for sure.

You are on the cast for Mai, under Anushka Sharma’s banner. Tell 
us about your role and the project…

Mai is a Netflix series, produced by Anushka Sharma’s banner 
Clean Slate Films. I am looking forward to the series since it has 
been one of the most creatively satisfying projects I have done as 
an actor. Atul Mongia and Anshai Lal are the directors. I have had 
a wonderful time shooting for it; the script has been amazing, and 
my character is different but someone people will enjoy watching. 
I have not done anything like this before, so I am nervous but very 
excited at the same time. 

You are well-known for your dancing prowess, having toured the 
globe and completed over 100 shows as Maria in the musical West 
Side Story. 

I consider myself extremely lucky to have been able to be part 
of an international musical, that too as the lead. The stage is an 
actor’s medium, it really helps you grow as a performer and as an 
artist. I have been able to learn so much about different cultures 
and lifestyles, perform in various countries and meet so many 
kinds of audiences. It’s been the journey of a lifetime. 

How different is the theatrical stage from the reel screen?   

The stage is very different from the screen. You can’t have retakes 
done; any mistakes must be improvised on the spot. It is also 
physically strenuous; two shows in a day are four hours on stage 
dancing and singing and acting. You have to be on your toes. 
The audience’s reaction is also very different. With a film, your 
audience reacts much later, when it's released, but on stage it's 
instant. I feel like it's a different high being onstage. Cinema has 
its own charm, and it has grown so much, I feel like it has no 
boundaries anymore. 

I feel like the stage has prepared me even better for the screen. I 
am glad I left for Australia when I did. Many told me it was foolish 
of me to leave. I am glad I made the choice I made back then 
because I knew I could always come back and do films but I would 
not have been able to experience a Broadway show like this at any 
other time.

Good writing is basic and is 
what, attracts me to projects for 

sure.

''''
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On Fitness

You are currently at your fittest best. How do you stay 
fit? 

I've been into fitness ever since I can remember, doing 
dance and sports from a very young age. It has always 
been a part of my lifestyle. I don’t go to the gym, but 
I do MMA, yoga, play badminton and table tennis, 
any kind of sports really. I also do a lot of functional 
training and of course, dance. The focus is on 
strengthening my core and I find using my body weight 
against myself is the best for me. Of course, eating 
right is 90% of your fitness and that has always been 
the most important thing for me – eating a balanced 
diet, not cutting out food groups…that’s very important. 

Be it Tiger Shroff or Disha Patani or Shraddha Kapoor, 
everyone is at their fittest best. Do you ever feel peer 
pressure in the industry regarding fitness?

You're right, the industry is getting fitter every day, but I 
don't feel the peer pressure. I've been a fit person since 
the very beginning; it's not something recent for me. 
Fitness is something that I value. Even if I weren’t an 
actor I would still be into fitness because I believe that 
one needs to take care of their body and not take it for 
granted. For me, fitness is a very personal concern. It 
is for myself; I don’t compete with anybody else. I need 
to be fit because I like being fit. I want to take care 
of my body and want to live a good healthy life in the 
future and hence I'm going to take care of it right now 
because what I eat now and what I do with my body 
now is what is going to reflect how my body is going 
to look 20 years or 30 years from now. I think it’s great 
that everyone has gotten into fitness and eating right. 
It's very inspiring.

From dance to kickboxing to weightlifting to yoga, you 
are known to be a fitness freak. How do you balance 
your workouts?

I like to mix my workouts because I get bored really 
quickly. If it’s something I do regularly, like dance, I do it 
every day. Kickboxing and yoga are twice a week each 
and I alternate them. Then the third day of course is 
dance. So, I kind of split the week. I also don’t want to 
overstrain my body, which can lead to a lot of injuries. 
One activity for one hour every day is how I plan my 
fitness. I split my workout, whether it's MMA or yoga, 
throughout the week so it stays exciting. 

What's your biggest indulgence when it comes to food?

That would be the junk that I eat. I love to eat my pizzas and burgers and 
fries. It's very unhealthy, I know, but I only do it once in a while and that's 
my indulgence. 

People always want to know what one move works best for the whole body. 
Is there any such ‘one move’?

I would say Surya Namaskar. It's the best exercise that one can do for the 
entire body and there are so many different variations for different results. 
At one point I used to do 108 Surya Namaskars in one go. It takes about 40 
to 45 minutes to finish it and it's a great workout. Definitely recommend 
that one. 

Top 5 fitness rules?

1. Workout six days a week: Take the last day to 
rest it out.

2. Fitness begins in the kitchen: Eat right, eat 
healthily, eat clean.

3. Don’t overwork or overtrain:  This will lead to 
muscle injury and your body needs rest to 
recover.

4. Discipline your body: Don’t overindulge on cheat 
days and discipline your body to eat a certain 
amount which is what is needed. Don't overeat 
or undereat.

5. Sleep right: Sleep for eight hours, minimum six 
hours and sleep at the right time. Sleeping at 
odd hours does not help the functioning of the 
body. 

For me, fitness is a very personal 
concern.
''''
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On Beauty & Skincare

You have flawless skin. What is your daily regimen 
like?

I have a morning regime and a night regime. For 
my morning regime, I first cleanse, but I stay away 
from soap-based cleansers. Then I tone, followed by 
moisturisation, and lastly, of course, is sunscreen, 
which is very important. Bombay has a lot of humidity 
so you want to avoid products with too much oil, it 
can lead to clogged pores and acne. I find serums 
to be much lighter. At night, I double cleanse since 
I have a lot of makeup on due to my profession. I 
start with an oil-based makeup remover and then use 
mycelium water or a cleanser. Then I moisturise, tone, 
apply serum, and lastly use a heavier moisturizer 
since I have dry skin and need the extra hydration. 

What are your top five skin rules?

The golden rule is less is more. Don't use too many 
products, it just clogs your pores and leads to acne. 
Secondly, use products based on the climate you 
are in. Each city has different weather conditions; 
Bombay has extreme humidity so one should use 
more water-based products while Delhi winters are 
very dry and need more oil-based products. Change 
your products depending on the climate. Another skin 
rule would be to learn what your skin type is. Just 
because a product works for a friend does not mean 
it will work for you. She might have a very different 
skin type so use products according to your skin 
type. Of course, do not touch your face with your 
hands. Our hands go through a lot of dust, and we 
subconsciously touch our face and that transfers 
and is one of the biggest reasons for acne. The last 
rule would be what my mom has taught me. Use as 
many ghar ke nuske and homemade packs. Use fruits, 
besan, egg whites, lemon; it works brilliantly.

What's inside your make-up bag?

If I am not shooting then I don’t use foundation so you will find like a 
tint, maybe a Benefit tint. Mascara – love to use good mascara, I like 
to curl my lashes because I find that makes a huge difference. A good 
lip balm, a good lip tint. Anastasia Brow Pomade because filling in your 
brows is a must. These are the things you’ll find in my makeup bag. I 
don’t use much, it's simple things. 

TRENDING 
NOW

Use as many ghar ke nuske and 
homemade packs. Use fruits, 
besan, egg whites, lemon; it 

works brilliantly

''

''
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The fittest celebrity according to you: 

Tiger Shroff

My fitness inspiration:  

Tiger Shroff 

Your biggest fitness lesson?  

A good 15 minutes of warm up 
and 15 minutes of cool down post 
workout is necessary. 

When you don't feel like working out 
you instead.... 

I dance, and that kind of makes up 
for it.

On your cheat day you…  

Eat a lot of food that I probably 
wouldn't eat otherwise. I fast 
intermittently, so on my cheat days 
I eat even after five in the evening. 
Lots of fries, burgers and the 
occasional glass of wine.

Quick takes:

TRENDING 
NOW

What's your biggest indulgence when it comes to beauty products and cosmetics?

I spend a lot on skincare. There are a lot of amazing brands. I am a huge fan of 
South Korean and Japanese skincare brands, and I feel like they work brilliantly 
because they're not that chemically strong and tend to use natural ingredients. 
They also work on hydration because that is the basic principle of South Korean 
beauty regimens. I do spend a lot on skincare. 

First thing I do when I wake 
up?  
I drink a glass of warm water with 
honey, turmeric, and lemon. I drink 
half a litre of that as soon as I 
wake up.

Beauty mantra you swear by. 
Good sleep and drinking lots of 
water.

On a bad hair day… 
I'll put my hair into a cone into a 
high pony, or maybe just wear a 
cap.

One actress who aces her 
makeup.
Kareena Kapoor. I love what she 
does. She keeps it very chic and 
minimum.

Before going to bed.... 
I pray and apply lots of lip balm.
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START UP’S

TAKING SHAPE, 
OUT OF THE BOX 

Mallik Thatipalli talks to the founders of Out of the Box, a 
rising start-up providing eco-friendly and modular solutions 

for working and residential spaces. 

Like any good idea, Out of the Box was drafted on a napkin over 
a few daytime pints! While the business model around it has 
taken a variety of turns, the core of it remains the same – a 
recycled shipping container turned into a home.

Co-founder Krishna Chaitanya says that the idea was conceived in 
the middle of the pandemic. He adds, “It was during the pandemic 
that people understood that they could work from anywhere 
comfortably, and preferably in the outdoors. We all went through the 
same unfortunate cycle – happiness, unhappiness, and excitement 
during COVID-19, which triggered the thought of building something 
unconventional, yet sustainable, minimal, outdoorsy, beautiful, warm, 
and cosy.”

Chaitanya combined his experience with the expertise that Sumanth 
Sai, an alumnus of IIIT-Hyderabad brought with him and, thus Out of 
the Box took shape.

Whether it’s on a mountainside or in the middle of 100 acres, they 
bring visionary homes and offices to life. As the business gained 
attention, customers also desired container homes that were larger 
than a traditional tiny home. The basic models become a launchpad 
for many different uses for the homes – from elaborate vacation 
homes to guest houses. 

Sustainability at its core

The founders share that their mantra for work is 
modern, sustainable, and modular. Sumanth shares that 
sustainability is a simple word, but a complex concept. 
He asks, “If we do not make the change who will?” and 
elucidates, “This thought, and inspiration led us to think 
about eco-friendly living and leading a sustainable 
lifestyle. As we already had a background in construction, 
engineering, and technology, we started exploring the 
various ways in which we could simplify and balance 
urban living and globalization.”

The duo builds container home and office structures, 
providing eco-friendly and modular solutions for their 
customers which are environment friendly, economically 
viable and impact society. They create designs that are 
not only aesthetically pleasing but also environmentally 
effective. Another highlight is the use of recycled 
material and eco-friendly construction thereby encourage 
sustainable living. Out of the Box offers cost-effective 
solutions with prefabricated structures that are smart, 
simple, quick to deploy and green.

“Initially when we thought about the idea of 
unconventional structures, we looked at the market and 
saw a big opportunity, where very few people are working 
in this area with almost no player catering to the premium 
segment. We believe in the user experience, and we are 
very certain of our capability to deliver what our customers 
expect out of our work,” states Krishna.

Krishna and Sumanth aim for 
designs that are modern, sustainable, 

and modular. 

Krishna (Co-founder)

Sumanth (Founder)
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START UP’S

Challenges Involved

The main challenge for Out of the Box is that there is no set of building 
codes for building a prefabricated home or office which has limited the 
use of prefabs for farmhouses or layout offices. Apart from that, there 
are quite a few challenges like limited local talent – workforce such as 
electricians, plumbers, painters are from the unorganized sector. 

Sumanth adds, “Since the projects we take up are very niche, the 
procurement of materials is a difficult task and likewise is the execution 
of the deliverables. Also, the projects we make are quite big and need to 
be transported to remote locations, and initially, it was difficult to trace 
the right equipment.”

The duo has raised a capital of Rs 40 lakhs from their existing 
businesses and have delivered seven projects as of now in and around 
Telangana and working on fulfilling other orders. Krishna signs off 
saying, “We as a company would like to make our mark in the space 
that we are working in across the country. We would like to change the 
perception of conventional construction.”

“[It is] COVID-19 
which triggered 

the thought 
of building 
something 

unconventional, 
yet sustainable, 

minimal, 
outdoorsy, 

beautiful, warm, 
and cosy.”

“We would like to change the 
perception of conventional 

construction.”

The Process

Out of the Box uses a form of adaptive 
reuse called upcycling which extends the 
lifecycle of already-manufactured objects. 
They mainly use engineered steel frames 
and corten steel (container) siding that is 
precisely finished with high-end materials 
and highly efficient systems. 

Upcycling expands the potential of existing 
systems, exploring the futures of legacy 
platforms. Krishna further adds, “We 
insulate the insides of the container, do the 
strip panelling with German grade wood, 
panelling with cement board. The plumbing 
and electricals are all concealed as per 
its standards. Two coats of weatherproof 
painting are done to enhance the interior 
beauty.”
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RETAIL 
THERAPY

Confessions of 
Shopaholics: 

“THE PANDEMIC CHANGED MY LIFE!” 
Mehak Walia, in conversation with shopaholics who 

swear that the pandemic has given their shopping habits a 
glorious makeover. 

At this point, we can all agree that the pandemic has 
fundamentally changed our lives, never to be the same 
again. The lack of social interaction in physical settings 
has changed the way we shop, and the kinds of things we 

think we need. Or has it?

You see, having witnessed dramatic changes in our shopping 
behaviours has changed us as people too. After indulging in 
conversations with some shopping-lovers, we have landed up with 
some juicy confessions in our bags, describing how the pandemic 
and the lockdown has turned everyone’s lives upside down. Are 
you ready for some juice? Dive right in!

A Pleasant Surprise

The Shopaholic Soul 
Lingers 

A published author of award-winning books and the Editor-
in-Chief of a monthly magazine called Intriguing Imagination, 
Mansi Narula Kashyap has a great style and loves shopping 
to the core. “My wardrobe has a mix of black short dresses, 
whites for formal events, flowery prints for the sunny days and 
warm solids for the winter season.” 

When the pandemic struck, she hated the feeling of being 
stuck inside misses going outside and shopping dearly. She 
said, “I missed going to the malls and picking up clothes 
myself and then have a good time eating ice-creams or getting 
a Starbucks. But I know how unsafe it can be right now.”

However, she was met with a pleasant surprise during the 
pandemic, “To be honest, online shopping changed my life. I 
found some good options online for my skin-care routine and 
make-up. Like, I found the best lip lacquers at Kylie Cosmetics 
and the best sunscreens were also available online!”

Her favourite thing to shop for? “I feel shoes create a style 
statement with the kind of dress you are wearing so I focus on 
the entire look when I shop.” 

Well-known spiritual coach, tarot reader and numerologist 
Serrenee Khinda believes that she’s a major shopaholic with a 
secret style statement. “I like to buy ageless fashion pieces in 
the majority. Shopping helps me release my stress but it's also 
a pocket cracking habit, no lying about that.”

The closing down of malls and shops have not changed her 
shopaholic ways. “I was happily shopping online throughout 
the pandemic. The lockdown didn't shatter my shopaholic soul 
as many online stores were helping me find essential fashion 
pieces for my wardrobe.”

Brand Spotlight:

Favourite brand discoveries in the pandemic? “I have discovered 
some great brands. Salvatore Ferragamo and Coach for bags, New 
York and Company, and Armani for casual tees and of course, Zara 
for jeans and skirts along with Michael Kors, and Clarks, who have 
some great comfy shoes for your soles. If you love makeup, you 
must try Inglot and Kylie Cosmetics for lip colours!”

Mansi Narula Kashyap

Serrenee Khinda
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The Thrifty Twist  

Brand Spotlight:

Serrenee has found various amazing brands on her shopping 
journey in the pandemic-laden world. “I have discovered some 
amazing timeless fashion hubs that you must try, like H&M for 
comfy wear, Zara to top up your casual looks, Crocs for regular 
sliders and of course, Hidesign for bags. These are easily available 
online and wouldn’t disappoint you.”

Brand Spotlight:

What are the most recent discoveries that are exciting? “I started 
discovering thrift stores which I would have otherwise not found 
out. You can find them easily on Instagram like Curated Findings, 
Bombay Closet Cleanse, Shop With Love, Lust Thrift, Lulu Thrift 
and others. I even started buying a lot of H&M, it’s a common yet 
amazing brand. I also got a lot of pride related clothing from Kook 
N Keech in June. These brands will cater to all your clothes need in 
the best way possible.”

Brand Spotlight:

Brands to look out for? “I managed to find brands like Bonkers 
Corner, H&M, Max, Ajio, Samshek Unicorn, Diamond Lady and 
Lea Clothing Co. They have great products and were golden 
discoveries for me.” 

17-year-old student and content creator Yuvraj is super passionate 
about fashion and breaking the stereotypes around it. He says, 
“The idea of creating wonders on a body just by using fabrics and 
accessories is what calls to me the most. It's like a piece of kid’s clay 
that you can turn into any desirable form.”

Yuvraj felt awful when the stores closed down due to the pandemic 
but dealt with it in his own way, “Unfortunately, when COVID-19 struck, 
all malls were shut down. But I didn’t let that become a problem 
because I realised that online shopping had turned its way up. Now, 
digital shopping is at a great position; it has become the best way to 
shop, keeping all the COVID measures in mind with safety.”

The Golden Discoveries
Ishmita, an 18-year-old plus-size blogger, content creator 
and body-positive influencer fell in love with shopping in her 
childhood. “I have always loved going shopping for clothes. 
One of the reasons I love shopping so much is the trial rooms 
where you can just try on different outfits and feel good about 
yourself.”

She was overcome by sadness when she realized that all the 
stores and malls were closing down, “I was pretty upset that 
I couldn’t go to malls anymore, although online shopping 
was good, I could never trust new brands enough before the 
pandemic. I used to go to Shein which has now closed. Online 
shopping hubs like Myntra were the only shopping sites that 
became my go-to. This was until I spent a lot of time finding 
well-trusted sites which would have trendy plus size clothes. It 
took a lot of research but at last, it was worth it.”

Yuvraj

Ishmita
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The Lucky Lot 

Brand Spotlight:

Any brands to suggest? “I'd strongly recommend the Mul Cotton 
sarees from Suta Bombay, they are my go-to. You need to try 
them.”

Sangeetha Alwar, who lives and practices in Bangalore/Mysore, is a 
self-taught artist and illustrator by night and a professor of English by 
day. She shops when getting something new becomes an absolute 
necessity and describes her fashion style as simple yet elegant. “I 
only buy when I feel I need something new in my wardrobe. It can be 
fun but, I mostly upcycle clothes whenever I can.”

Unlike the others, the pandemic did not seem to affect her shopping 
habits at all. “Seeing as most of my shopping was online, the 
pandemic did not affect me too much. I did buy a couple of clothes 
online over the past two years but this wasn't much of a coping 
mechanism, it was normal for me as I was already used to this,” she 
exclaimed.

Do you have a massive urge to give in to some 
great retail therapy now? Ready. Set. Shop! 

RETAIL 
THERAPY

Sangeetha Alwar
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RETAIL 
THERAPY

Treat Your  
Skin With  
Kindness

Increasing consciousness around skincare 
products that are natural and clean has 

left us with limited options in the market. 
Aakanksha Bajpai discovers three brands 
that focus on sustainable products for the 

urban pocket.

Skin Pantry
Instagram: @theskinpantry
Shop: https://www.theskinpantry.com

In 2015, Colette Austin found herself turning up empty-handed 
in her search for organic skincare products. An inspired turn 
towards the kitchen for clues led to the start of the now flourishing 
entrepreneurial venture Skin Pantry. 

 Their philosophy is simple: do not put on your skin what you would 
not put in your mouth. Talking about her journey Colette says, 
“The Skin Pantry experience has been a heady one, fraught with 
challenges and indescribable joy as well. At first, I whipped up the 
products myself, in my kitchen. I also filled, labelled, packaged, 
sterilised, and dispatched orders. I created visual and copy content 
for my tiny social media following. I maintained the accounts 
and invoices, took orders by email, and maintained a close client 
relationship.” 

Colette Austin

Although our country exports an enormous amount of 
organic raw materials, Colette faced hardships while sourcing 
her ingredients. A second challenge was the question of 
chemical preservatives and stabilisers in the homegrown 
products. Colette explains, “This meant I could hope for a 
product shelf life of only three months. This posed some 
real difficulties, with the product cost, as well as the fact 
that stocking my products in retail was not an option. This 
narrowed the platforms or outlets I could be present on.” Five 
years down the line, however, saw the brand become part of 
an investment partnership firm, titled, the Skin Mill LLC, from 
November 2019. 

 She comments, “While doing all of the above on my own was 
not always easy, I will always be grateful for the experience 
and the tremendous learning I gained by being exposed 
to every aspect of the business of creating a brand from 
scratch.”

Talking about the future, Colette says, “It’s a good time to be 
in the business of skincare in India! I believe that the industry 
remained buoyant and even thrived during the pandemic. 
Staying home meant not much makeup, no salons, therefore 
most were taking better care of their skin. It’s an even better 
time to be an organic skincare brand! While still nascent, it’s 
a fast-growing market. So next on the cards for us is to apply 
for our Ecocert / Cosmos certifications.”

“The Skin Pantry experience has been a 
heady one, fraught with challenges and 

indescribable joy as well.” 
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Ilana
Shop: https://www.ilana.shop

The brainchild of Nikita Deshpande, the brand was formed in 
conjunction with Amit Patel in 2018, to serve as a sustainable 
alternative for lifestyle products. Eager to find clean products, 
Nikita started to DIY her skincare. The brand’s motto reflects this 
early practice; be kind, to your skin and the people around you. 

Ilana practices what it preaches— “When in doubt, be kind”— to 
include nature and the ecosystem. Thus, the brand focuses on 
ethical innovation, complete transparency on processes, methods 
and ingredients, and sustainable sourcing. Although hard to stick 
to such high demands of themselves, the brand perseveres. Nikita 
comments, “The notion that coming up with a transparent, ethical, 
and sustainable brand would be a straightforward process was 
soon shattered as we realised the smaller details of it. At the end 
of the day, the core values of the brand are what gave me the 
strength to keep going.” The brand was started in the year 2018 
and is consistently growing with its consumers.

In the three years since its launch, the brand has grown with its 
customers. So, does it seem, has the beauty market. Innovation 
lies at the heart of a constantly evolving domain such as skincare, 
spurred on by increasing consumer consciousness.

Nikita Deshpande

Nikita elaborates, “Ilana has become a trusted brand in a 
matter of just three years and is seeing constant growth in 
customer loyalty and market share. We have been able to 
distinguish our brand in a market that is already crowded and 
have established our products as ones customers can bank 
on. With strong ideas supported by our core beliefs, we truly 
believe that Ilana has the potential to reach new heights in a 
sustainable manner.”

A plastic conscious company, Ilana is not only conscious 
of its carbon footprint but also the footprint it leaves on its 
consumer and the society. Nikita informed, “As we grow ahead, 
we also wish to give back to the environment more than we 
consume. Being a plastic positive company has always been 
on top of our agenda.” 

Nikita gives us a brief look into how far the company has come 
along, and where it aims to go. “Today, Ilana consists of 90% 
female employees, and this is something that will always grow 
as the company grows, providing meaningful employment 
to those around us.” The brand is in plans to launch a male-
centric brother brand that will aim to offer hair and skincare 
solutions catered towards men.

Kiro
Instagram: @kirobeauty
Shop: https://kirobeauty.com

Imagine a makeup brand that looks out for your beauty while ensuring 
a healthier and visible glow in your natural skin, at no extra cost to the 
environment. Sounds like a dream come true right? This is the reality 
of brand Kiro, founded by Vasundhara Patni. With products that are 
certified paraben-free, cruelty-free, and vegan in composition, Kiro’s 
range offers a glamorous look sourced through natural ingredients. 
Vasundhara Patni tells us more.

“The journey started with our mother and childcare hospitals. It is here 
that we observed the need amongst consumers for effective yet good-
for-you products. This piqued my interest in the space and that’s how 
we came up with a range of products that are indulgent yet mindful. We 
realised that there are many more women in the workforce now and that 
they are looking for safe makeup products to use every day. There was a 
gap in the market for such products, and Kiro is our answer to that need.”

“Being a plastic positive company has always been on top of 
our agenda.” 

Vasundhara Patni
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Looking back at her initial hassles, she shares how her  
journey started with ensuring that they had the right mix 
of people who were completely aligned with the brand’s 
message. It has also been with constant learning; not 
just about the industry but also about the self and about 
pushing the boundaries. “ It has also allowed me to meet 
and work with some extremely wonderful, inspirational, 
and intelligent people and I think that constantly keeps 
me motivated and keeps me on my toes. The industry is 
busy—rapidly growing in a very dynamic space. We are 
constantly ideating on how to grow with the industry, 
how to make things more efficient and consumer-centric. 
Learning is what keeps me motivated to keep pushing 
me forward.”

“We realised that there are many more women in the workforce now and 
that they are looking for safe makeup products to use every day.” 
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FASHION 
FORWARD

BLING YOUR   
Way Up

With the festive season knocking on our doors, it’s time to glam up 
and be bling ready. AAKANKSHA BAJPAI lists down some jewellery 

brands to up your glam quotient!

We are back to that time of the year when everything feels bright and shiny with the warmth of love from our dear 
ones and the happiness of everyone being together. The festive season not only brings out the best fashion but 
is also the time of the year when we crave to shine brighter than the moon. We list some brands that will help 
you bring your A-game to festive parties all around. 

Mirana by Megha 
@miranabymegha 

Funky Maharani
@funkymaharani

A modern spin on the 
classical designs is what 
makes this brand stand 
out, whose artificial Kundan 
pieces are the ones to 
look out for. Founder and 
Creative Head Megha Rawat 
says, “Diwali is the most 
celebrated festival in India. 
Keeping that in mind we are 
soon going to launch our 
Diwali collection which will 
have enticing Kundan set 
designs specially designed 
for the ‘Diwali look’. We 
have also designed earrings, 
specially jhumkas and 
choker sets that suit all 
ethnic wear.” And we can’t 
wait!

As the name suggests, the brand is all about 
combining heritage with contemporary design to 
create everyday jewellery pieces which are unique, 
quirky, and elegant. Founders Steven Jhangiani 
and Hansika Jethnani inform, “For the upcoming 
festive season, we’re all about sets. After India has 
seen a very low period, festivities will be back with 
people wanting to have fun and get dressed up. For 
Diwali, we are introducing three very special sets: 
our Original Rose maang tikka, to be paired with our 
brand-new Rajasthani-inspired Rose jhumkas; our 
Peacock 2.0 maang tikka with a complementary 
yet dramatically elegant Peacock jhumka, and 
our newest motif, the ever sophisticated Paisley 
inspiring our Paisley maang tikka, and in a truly 
classic silhouette, our Paisley jhumka. Each of 
these sets can be paired with everything from 
traditional wear to western wear and all the fusion 
wear in between.”
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FORWARD

TALISMAN
@theofficialworldof talisman

An affordable fashion-forward jewellery brand, TALISMAN 
offers you a way to express yourself, without being heavy 
on your pocket. Rushika Kothari, co-founder at TALISMAN 
adds “Festive season is here and while it might feel a little 
different this year, the spirit remains the same. I’m all for the 
go-bold or go-home approach when it comes to festivities. 
Pair your Indian outfit with a dramatic oversized chunky 
earring from our Bohemian collection or add an armful of 
bracelets for the ultimate evening wear. For those that love 
the simplicity of a classic Indian outfit, make your otherwise 
subtle outfit the focal point with statement jewellery 
pieces. I also think versatility is key. With people choosing 
to celebrate festivities with family at home, it’s important 
that your outfit is suitable to transition across occasions 
throughout the day. For instance, our statement 925 Sterling 
Silver pieces will elevate any look, I think today’s silver 
fashion jewellery is perfect for an elegant, understated, and 
eye-catching look.” Definitely a statement you would love to 
make with your jewellery!

Anayah Jewellery
@anayah_jewellery

A contemporary and 
celebratory brand, Anayah is 
based in the UK with collections 
crafted in India. Founded by 
Nilofar Jacques, this brand’s 
pieces have been adorned by 
celebrities such as Kareena 
Kapoor Khan, Jahnvi Kapoor, 
Mahira Khan and Fawad Khan. 
Anayah’s style is modern, 
based on classic and timeless 
costume jewels that represent 
the extravagance, tradition 
and playful moods that can 
reflect your personality. 
Their collections consist of a 
colourful, cheerful assortment 
with sharply priced costume 
jewels. Surely a ‘must have’ in 
your vanity!

Divas Mantra
@divasmantra 

A luxury silver jewellery brand that blends perfectly with the power 
clothing of any corporate walking woman, Divas Mantra panders to 
the fashion conscious who have an eye for state-of-the-art modern 
jewellery. Harini Prabakar, Co-Founder & COO, says “Ganesh Chaturthi 
marks the onset of the festive season. It's that time of the year where 
all festivities turn into a super fashionable affair. This festive season, 
an easy way to get your style game up a notch is by opting for 
elegant silver pieces; it could be something as simple as a timeless 
silver nose pin, a statement choker or silver jhumkis, which is a 
classic choice. At Divas Mantra, our ANIHA collection offers silver 
jewellery that is the perfect amalgamation of modern and traditional 
designs that are an ideal match for any kind of outfit this festive 
season.”

With these brands, one can not only glam up their wardrobe with 
jewellery that makes a statement but also reflects one’s personality 
and preferences – be it bold and elegant, classy and chic, or subtle 
and beautiful. All that one must do is hop on the wagon and choose 
their pick!
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Ketki Gadre reviews Studio VAM, the up-and-coming crafts 
based jewellery and accessory brand making wavelengths in 
ethnic-inspired luxury wear. 

FASHION 
FORWARD

The Edge of  Desi:

Studio VAM 

Agraduate of the National Institute of Design, Mrunmayee 
Namjoshi has had several years of experience working 
as a designer whose work reflects her knowledge of the 
traditional crafts of India. It is this interest that spurred 

the creation of Studio VAM, whose products blend the ethnic with 
the contemporary, designing jewellery for the modern woman who 
celebrates herself. 

The brand rightfully boasts of a niche and loyal clientele, all drawn 
to the bespoke jewellery and designs. Collections at Studio VAM 
are inspired by India and her cultures, her tribes, and her traditions. 
The resplendent earrings, chokers, necklaces, rings, brooches, and 
waist belts find favour with people across genders due to their 
unique designs.

Every piece of jewellery designed holds a story of the village it 
comes from and the hands that crafted it to perfection. The styles 
in their collections seek inspiration from the blue pottery of Jaipur, 
the metal traditions of Afghani nomadic tribes, the ajrakh print 

of Gujarat and glass beads of Madhya Pradesh, among 
others. All pieces are hand-crafted and designed to be light-
weighted no matter the style, size, or material. The resulting 
accessory is a statement piece, timeless and one of its kind. 

Studio VAM creates with the global wearer and their 
contemporary aesthetics in mind. VAM’s pieces can be 
styled with traditional wear or a modern ensemble, lending 
themselves to a minimalist yet statement look. With infinite 
colour combinations and designs, wearers can choose to 
customize their jewellery.

The ethos of the venture is sustainability. From sourcing 
ethically made organic fabrics to curating their beads 
and trinkets and training artisans to using eco-friendly 
packaging, there is attention to detail in every step. Studio 
VAM employs traditional artisans skilled in their craft, 
serving due diligence to their age-old traditions. The ball 
keeps rolling – Studio VAM encourages self-reliance within 
underprivileged sectors by educating women in traditional 
handcraft techniques of the trade.

Shop Now!

Price range: INR 250 – INR 5,000
Instagram: @studiovam
Website: https://www.studiovam.com/ 
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HEALTH

In a 
conversation 
with Celebrity 
Dietician and 
Nutritionist 

Shweta Shah, 
AAKANKSHA 

BAJPAI tries to 
pull the cloche 
off the ancient 

wisdom of 
Ayurveda and 
how one can 

use it to keep fit.

Keeping Fit with 

Ancient Wisdom 

A   nutritionist who has not only worked with the likes of 
Deepika Padukone, Katrina Kaif, Rakul Preet Singh, 
Sakshi Dhoni, Gautam Gambhir and Harbhajan Singh 
but is also a firm believer of Ayurveda and the ancient 

wisdom of living parted by our elders – sounds like someone you 
would want to be on your side of the rope, right?

Shweta Shah, Celebrity Dietician and Nutritionist, believes in 
pursuing a healthy lifestyle through the therapeutic powers of 
the ancient science of Ayurveda. The wisdom left to us by our 
ancestors may hold the key to a better lifestyle, a healthier mind, 
and a fit body. 

You believe in the power of Ayurveda and ancient 
wisdom. Can you give us a basic understanding of 
Ayurveda?
Ancient wisdom itself means the science of life. It is the manual 
given to us by mother nature to teach us how to take care of 
our bodies. This wisdom is not something that you go to when 
you are sick or when everything else has failed, it is something 
that you practice as your daily way of life. It majorly involves us 
getting back to our roots. I have always believed food to be the 
best medicine and Ayurveda is all about adding natural things 
to our way of living and letting it heal us. Getting in tune with 
ourselves and nature is what Ayurveda means to me. 

How can one incorporate an ancient lifestyle with 
weight loss?
This would involve making changes to the small habits of our day-
to-day life. Weight gain is the result of toxins getting accumulated 
in our body, which accumulate due to undigested food. To remove 
the toxins from our body we need to make sure the food in our 
system gets digested properly so we do not see any weight gain. 
Some important practices one can follow are:

• Eat only when you are hungry. People tend to follow the wall 
clock, but it is important to follow your biological clock and eat 
only when you truly feel hungry. 

Keep In Mind
Do's:
1. Have half inch ginger after every meal as ginger contains 

gingerol which speeds up the digestion process. 

2. Practice shatpawli i.e., walk 100 steps after every meal to 
improve digestion instead of staying sedentary. 

3. Have dinner closer to sunset to give your body time to digest 
food before sleep. 

Shweta Shah
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• Do not overeat. Eat only the required quantity as your 
body is already digesting your previous meal. Only when 
your digestive fire (jathar avni) is active you will be able 
to digest your food. Our stomach is only of the size of 
a handful made up of two palms. Overeating tends to 
increase the size of our intestines from a very young age. 

• Don’t eat when you are stressed. It spoils the relationship 
with food so you tend to eat more or starve, both of which 
are unhealthy. 

• Know incompatible food (virudh ahaar). It is very important 
to eat based upon your dosha which suits your body 
instead of following the diet plans of other people.

What is an ancient diet or Ayurvedic diet? How 
is it different from other diet plans, like KETO?

Ancient diet is very different from all other diets as it not 
only takes care of food alone but also the overall well-being 
of a person. It does not believe in removing one whole food 
group from your diet; rather it believes in incorporating 
ancient wisdom and listening to our body, helping us get in 
sync with ourselves and nature. Ayurvedic diet is different 
for everyone; it depends upon finding your dominant dosha 
(energy) within your body and recommending foods to eat 
and avoid based upon your body type. It helps us live in 
harmony with our practices – the effects of an Ayurvedic 
diet can be seen in our moods, the way we treat others, 
getting sound sleep, etc. 

Keep In Mind
Don'ts:
1. Don't mix fruits with any other food. Fruits take less time to 

digest compared to other food which puts pressure on your 
digestive system. The golden rule is to eat fruits alone or 
leave them alone. 

2. Don't heat honey. Honey is medicine and not food. A sugar-
free dessert with honey is poisonous and not healthy. 

3. Don't mix milk with any other fruits or foods. Yes, milk is 
best left alone! 

Tips for weight loss, the Ayurvedic way:
1. After every meal, have a decoction made up of half 

tablespoon cumin seeds, coriander seeds, and fennel 
seeds, each boiled and strained in water, to improve your 
digestion. 

2. Have ash gourd juice regularly as it is full of nutrients and 
low in calories. It also helps relieve gastric problems. 

3. Try to have only one grain meal throughout the day, most 
preferably during lunch, as the digestive fire is strong 
during mid-day. 

4. Breakfast can contain fruits and dinner can be light with 
soups or baked dishes and vegetables. 

5. It is important to make mindful choices and watch what 
you are eating and that would take care of everything. 
The most important thing is to stay consistent with these 
practices and be patient with your body, as a healthy 
lifestyle is a lifelong journey.

What should be the precautions taken, if any?

The only precaution to take is not to believe in fad diets and 
supplements and any other misleading information when it comes 
to health. Listening to your body, being patient with yourself, and 
consistency is key. Healing is not an overnight process nor is it a 
lonely one – consulting a professional before incorporating any 
lifestyle change is crucial and recommended. 

With the festive season coming up, what would be one 
piece of advice you would want to give someone trying 
to be fit?

Rather than running on the treadmill for hours, won’t it be easier to 
control your portion sizes? Cut down on calories wherever you can. 
Instead of eating one entire portion of dessert, share it and thus, 
control the portion size. Try getting physical activity every day and 
not indulge in binge eating while you can do some other activity. 
Always make it a point to stay hydrated as you may sometimes 
confuse thirst with hunger. 
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WELLNESS

Expert Talk:
The Korean Skincare 

Regimen
Divya Vallabhaneni speaks to various dermatologists 
to give us insights about skincare and the A-Z of the 

popular Korean Skincare Regimen. 

H
ealthy skin is a statement and 
achieving that is certainly not 
an overnight process. From the 
right products to consistency, 

patience, and understanding one’s skin 
requirements, the process of achieving 
healthy skin is always worth the efforts 
for the results it fruits. The Korean 
Skincare Regimen has recently taken 
over as the most popular of routines, 
promising healthy and glowing skin. We 
delve into the specifics for you.

What is the Korean Skincare 
Regimen and how is this different 
from the regular regimen? 
The Korean Skincare Regimen is all about 
targeting pores while maintaining skin 
tone and bounciness of the skin to help 
glow better. A regular regimen simply 
focuses on cleansing, nourishing, and 
hydrating your skin. “The Korean regimen 
is followed in a 10-11-step process 
and the results are achieved when it’s 
followed the right way,” explains Dr Raj 
Kirit, Celebrity Dermatologist and Hair 
Surgeon, Celestee Skin, Laser and Hair 
Clinic, Hyderabad.  

Why is the K-beauty regimen so 
popular?
Korean skins appear to be hydrated 
and look neater and flashier, all due to a 
regimen that has been part of their culture 

With so many steps existing (5-
7-10-12), how do we decide which 
one to prefer?
“The Korean Skincare Regime is famous 
for its 10-step process which begins with 
double cleansing your face and sealing 
all the ingredients in, with moisture and 
sunscreen,” says Dr Anika Goel, Chief 
Consultant Dermatologist and Hair 
Transplant Surgeon, Soul Derma Clinic, 
New Delhi. “The steps can be reduced or 
increased according to each individual’s 
skin type, requirements, and of course the 
amount of time they are willing to give to 
their skin,” she added. 

The 10-step regimen
1. Oil-based Cleanser

2. Water-Based Cleanser

3. Exfoliation

4. Toner

5. Essence

6. Treatment

7. Sheet Mask

8. Eye Cream

9. Moisturiser

10. SPF

Why is a skincare routine 
important?
We shed our skin every 28 to 35 
days. It is important to take care of 
fresh skin. A consistent skincare 
routine gives us rewarding results 
in terms of texture and appearance. 
Most active skincare ingredients 
take 4 to 6 weeks to show results. 
Additionally, a skincare routine can 
help prevent acne, treat wrinkles, 
and fight against the ageing of 
your skin, making it crucial to your 
everyday.

How does one start a basic 
skincare routine?
It’s simple. Cleanse – Hydrate – 
Protect. “One can add exfoliation, 
treatment, and nourishment to 
this routine, depending on one’s 
requirement and type of their skin,” 
explains Dr Syed Shazia Fatima, 
Cosmetic Physician, Hyderabad.

Dr Syed Shazia Fatima

Dr Anika Goel

for ages. This is because of the products 
they have, exclusively designed to make 
the skin glow, nourish, and hydrate, for a 
better and even skin tone. More exposure 
to the sun damages the skin and aids 
in ageing faster. The Korean regimen’s 
popular 10-step process is to target the 
anti-ageing aspect of the skin, making it a 
buzz-worthy regimen, besides creating the 
glow and providing hydration.  
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“A generalised regimen cannot work 
because each skin type and requirements 
vary,” Dr Raj Kirit clarifies. “Depending 
on one’s skin type, one can change the 
regimen by skipping or adding a few steps 
in the process,” he adds. “This is why these 
various step regimens are designed to 
serve the skin’s purpose and hence every 
regimen is individually personalised. Only 
a dermatologist can advise a regimen, 
after assessing the individual’s skin 
type, checking if the skin can accept the 
regime and get benefited or not. Therefore, 
consulting a dermatologist before trying 
on any of these regimes is recommended, 
since the wrong products on the skin can 
cause breakouts and acne.” 

“Be it men or women, going through a 10-
step routine each day can be a bit tough. 
I recommend they follow this routine 
twice or thrice a week,” suggests Dr Aman 
Dua, Aesthetic Dermatologist and MD, AK 
Clinics, Ludhiana. 

With so many benefits offered by 
the skincare regimen, from which 
age group can one start following 
it?
Although it can be used by everyone teen 
and above, younger age groups should 
stick to milder products with a lower 
concentration of active ingredients. “As 
a dermatologist, I believe in minimalism. 
The simpler the routine, the more 
sustainable it is and in the long run the 
more effective it will be,” Dr Anika Goel 
suggests. “Teenagers should manage the 
basics, which is cleansing, moisture and 
sunscreen along with spot treatment for 
any acne they may have,” she adds.

Differentiating and understanding healthy 
skin from flawless skin is the key to 
begin any skincare routine. With so much 
awareness and availability of products 
and regimes, all it takes is consistency, 
patience, and knowledge to maintain and 
achieve healthy skin. However, one needs to 
understand that healthy skin isn’t achieved 
with products alone. Healthy eating is a key 
too. As we understand it, being comfortable 
and confident in one’s skin is beauty, and it 
happens when you understand your skin. 

The 5-step regimen
1. Oil-based cleanser

2. Water-based cleanser

3. Toner

4. Moisturiser

5. SPF

Mistakes one does while 
following a skincare routine:

• Skipping hydration, especially for 
oily skin

• Over-exfoliating

• Not using sunscreen or a good 
SPF based moisturiser

• Lack of consistency

The 7-step Regimen
1. Oil-based Cleanser

2. Water-Based Cleanser

3. Toner

4. Essence

5. Treatment

6. Eye Crème

7. Moisturiser

One needs to understand that the 
products change with one’s skin 
type.
The Korean regimen focuses on layering 
products, but the products used in each 
step may differ from person to person. 
Cleansing may be the first step, but the 
type of cleanser differs based on skin type.

WELLNESS

Understanding Glass Skin vs 
Healthy Skin
Glass skin is exactly what the name 
suggests – skin that (seems to) reflect 
light. This is the skin that is so smooth, 
clear and hydrated, it appears to be 
extremely healthy. Dr Anika Goel however, 
busts the myth. “On the contrary, healthy 
skin is way different from glass skin. We 
normally have pores on our skin, while 
environmental and hormonal fluctuations 
influence one’s skin. The concept of glass 
skin raises extremely unrealistic beauty 
standards; in reality, healthy skin looks 
different from glass skin. The concept of 
healthy skin should be normalised, not 
glass skin,” she expresses. 

Do morning and evening routines 
change?
Morning and evening routines do vary. In 
the morning sunscreen is essential along 
with products containing antioxidants like 
Vitamin C. You should skip double cleansing 
and exfoliating ingredients in the morning 
routine. At night, double cleansing, retinol, 
AHA, BHA, and sheet masks can be added 
to the routine.  

Are there any treatments that add 
to the routine?
“BB Glow Facial, Aladdin Peeling, MTS, Gold 
Therapy, Pumpkin Peeling, Black Therapy 
are a few treatments available in Korean 
Beauty facials. These facials are designed 
depending on one’s skin requirement and 
purpose,” explains Yashika Reddy, Co-
founder, Cocolare, Hyderabad. Following a 
regimen and getting additional treatments 
like rejuvenation and lasers can be more 
beneficial and give the best results. Adding 
mists and facials to the 10-step routine is 
commonly known as the 12-step regimen.

Yashika Reddy and Lumbini, Cocolare

Dr Aman Dua

Dr Raj of Celestee
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FOOD INC /  
REVIEWS 

A Touch of Turkey in Mumbai!

The newly-
opened Bayroute 

restaurant in 
Mumbai brings 
delicacies from 

the shores of the 
Bosphorus to the 

seaside. Saba 
Ladha drops in for 

a review...

Gleaming lights, soulful ambience, Turkish styled menu 
and exquisite culinary experience — well that’s what 
you experience in the new sensation of Mumbai – 
The Bayroute restaurant. With the recent successof 

Turkish dramas (yes, we’re still watching ErtuğrulGazi) has put 
Turkey on everyone's wish list  and this place without  is a true 
bliss for wanderlust souls and foodies. You just can't get over 
the pictures of their enticing culinary offerings and  foodies are 
having their heavenly time out there!

Turkey is a destination for foodies with wanderlust. Bringing 
that touch to Mumbai is Bayroute, a chain of fine dine 
restaurants in Mumbai that ensures that you get your fix of 
Turkish cuisine and ambience. There are options from other 
Middle Eastern cuisines also available on the menu, including 
Egyptian, Lebanese and Greek.

The plush surroundings, comfortable divan and tables, lavish 
curtains, and traditional Turkish lights, there is a sense of cosy 
opulence about the place. 

The starters included some succulent kebabs, marvellous 
Lebanese delights, and rich soups. 

Their hummus with pita bread and fresh olives is the most 
delightful pick from their menu. They have an array of options 
both in their cold and hot platters. The cottage cheese 
shawarma platter was heavenly. We relished the veg moutabal 
and labnehza’atar! Even their Turkish Gozleme is superb and we 
really loved the Yemeni Mendi from their offerings. The lamb was 
incredibly soft and delectable, and the meal was fulfilling, but 
didn’t make us feel too heavy. 

That is until the desserts, of course. From lotus milk cake to 
the softest and creamiest kunafeh, and pistachio filled baklava 
along with shuklata al Habib, we gorged upon these Middle 
Eastern delights, which are indeed a sweet-tooth’s heaven. 
There’s a plethora of options on the cocktails and mocktails to 
keep you seated for hours. 

Address:  4, Silver Beach Estate Opp. Juhu Post Office, AB Nair 
Road, Juhu, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400049. 
Telephone number: 02268378600
Time: 11:00 am – 12:00 am
Cost for two: INR 3,000 for two (without alcohol)
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What’s for Breakfast,

YDERABAD? 
Gone are the days of idlis and filter coffee for breakfast. The 
culture of breakfast food is changing in Hyderabad. Swati 
Sucharita unravels the rising trend of cafés in the city…

M
ove over and make some space, ye idlis, dosa, 
upma, pesarattu, sambar and the dry podis and 
chutneys (the more, the merrier) which mark the 
day’s beginning for most of Hyderabad’s Average 

Joe. The breakfast platter is changing for sure in Hyderabad, 
and we are not judging, for the better or worse. 

Nudging the trend towards mornings with the croissants, 
bagels, French toast, eggs benedict, crepes, and smoothie 
bowls are not plush star hotel coffee shops! Insert cosy and 
largely organic cafés, who believe in providing their customers 
sustenance – some wellness loaded (like baking their own 
multigrain, gluten-free bread/sourdough/croissants), a pleasant 
and contemporary ambience, alongside free WiFi and the now 
customary pet-friendly tag! 

Fuelling the trend are the intermittent lockdowns announced 
and the short window of early morning business hours, 
prevalent until a couple of months ago. A common factor 
binding these places is the fact that they all launched their 
operations just before or after the pandemic crippled the world 
last year. Constant improvisations for market survival led to the 
breakfast menu option being initiated. 

While breakfast hours might have not only been advanced to 
laid-back Hyderabadi hours but extended in a couple of cases 
to the entire day since lockdown was lifted, breakfast options 
are a hit! We profile four such cafés, currently trending in 
Hyderabad.

Artisanal Chocolates and Cafe

Zuci (pronounced: Shuchi; pure in Sanskrit) started in March 
2020 to cater to chocoholics and desserts lovers. Their artisanal 
chocolates, bread, and desserts are curated and created by the 
joint’s charming co-owner and chocolatier Aparna Gorepatti. 
Struck by the pandemic soon after launch, they bid their time, 
reopening with caution last June. 

Owner duo Aparna and hubby Chaitanya Gorepatti soon realised 
that Hyderabad wanted more than just chocolates, desserts 
and bread. Non-dessert options were a must. Gradually, starters, 
pasta, and sandwiches were introduced to the menu and were 
grabbed up well too.
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Shares Chaitanya, “When the partial lockdown was announced 
this year in mid-May, the short early morning window of 6 AM-
10 AM inspired us to craft breakfast specials such as pancakes, 
crepes, and eggs, to go with our home-made bread. It worked 
well. We try to keep it as homemade as possible. Our French 
toast is made with homemade brioche, and our baked beans 
are not from a tin, but made in the kitchen. Aparna has a simple 
rule: what is good enough as nutrition for our son is good to go 
on our customers' plates too.” Impressed? 

MUST-TRY:  

• BLUEBERRY COMPOTE PANCAKE
• STRAWBERRY BLUEBERRY SMOOTHIE BOWL
• HOT CHOCOLATE WITH HOME-MADE MARSHMALLOWS

MUST-TRY:  

• CHICKEN KEEMA GHOTALA 
• EGGS BENEDICT
• BRIOCHE FRENCH TOAST WITH ORANGE ZEST (SIDES OF 

FRESH CREAM/MAPLE SYRUP/FRUIT SALAD)
• BREAKFAST TOAST: EGGS SUNNY SIDE UP, REFRIED 

BEANS & GUACAMOLE (SERVED ON CIABATTA)

Details:

Meal for Two: INR 1,000 
Timings: 11 am-11.30 am (WEEKDAYS), 8.30 am-11.30 pm 
(WEEKENDS)
Address: Plot No 1359, Road No 45, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, 
Telangana
Contact: 09121566600

Details:

Meal for Two: INR 800 
Timings: 7 am-2 am
Address: 82&84 HiTech City Road, Deccan Serai, HUDA 
Techno Enclave, HITEC City, Hyderabad
Contact: 8340066111

The Caffeine Capital

Styled like a sidewalk café and located on the ground floor 
of The Deccan Serai in Mindspace, Hyderabad, Roast has an 
energetic and informal vibe about it, which seems to say ‘Just 
Get Comfy!’ 

Launched in March last year just before the pandemic struck, it 
had to suffer the lockdown mode for a couple of months. It then 
gradually bounced back after reopening last June and while 
it always had takers for its bread, coffee, and desserts, (under 
its patisserie brand Desserts & Co) global food offerings were 
gradually added like fish & chips, cheese fondue and the like.

Last December itself, Roast had launched its breakfast menu, 
which was an all-day affair. “Knowing the Hyderabadi penchant 
for having ‘breakfast’ any time of the day or night and keeping in 
mind the different shift timings of IT professionals from offices 
around our café, we offer the breakfast menu between 7 AM and 
2 AM the next morning,” shares Naineni Hanumanth, owner and 
founder of Roast. 
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Chocolatier Extraordinaire

For Deepa Reddy, chocolate-making has been a passion. Foncé, 
an atelier café showcasing premium handcrafted chocolates, 
was born out of this shared passion with her hubby Jaikar 
Reddy. Launched last December with hand-crafted chocolates, 
artisanal bread, and coffee on their menu, more food was 
gradually added to the menu. 

While Deepa concedes that Hyderabad is not a city sold on early 
morning breakfasts, the early lockdown hours in May and June 
this year provided the right impetus to launching their breakfast 
menu and there has been no looking back! 

Foncé’s serene and green outdoor ambience, with gazebo 
seating, is a big draw for early morning diners. Adding to the 
ambience outdoors is a stunning wall painting of an ancient 
Mayan folklore scene, focusing on the importance of grains and 
cocoa, a sacred bean. Don’t miss their wobbly-gobbly French 
toast, the best-ever this writer has had in Hyderabad, for sure! 

Cravery started last August as a desserts-focused caféteria, 
with Continental on the menu. There is a cosy sit-out with plenty 
of greenery, and some seats carved out of the rocks Hyderabad 
is famed for on a green patch near the entrance, which offers 
a popular selfie option to the many youngsters thronging 
the place. Their desserts, pizzas, coffees, and Mac N Cheese 
options are very popular. 

While breakfast was earlier offered through the week, it’s 
now restricted to weekends owing to erratic footfall after the 
lockdown was lifted. “We are all operating with limited staff 
these days and since breakfast options are customised, and 
therefore labour-intensive, we decided to offer breakfast only on 
weekends,” comments Priya, co-owner. 

MUST-TRY:  

• FRENCH TOAST
• PANCAKES WITH CHOCOLATE BISCOFF
• CLASSIC ITALIAN HOT CHOCOLATE

MUST-TRY:  

• ALL-ENGLISH BREAKFAST
• NUTELLA CLASSIC PANCAKES 

Details:

Meal for Two: INR 1,000
Timings: 8.30 am-11.30 am
Address: Plot no. 1196/B, Road no. 59, Jubilee Hills, 
Hyderabad. 
Contact: 070320 37399

Details:

Meal for Two: INR 1,000 
Timings: 9 am to 12.30 pm (weekends) 
Address: Plot no 416 A, Road no 78, film Nagar, Jubilee Hills, 
Hyderabad
Contact: 9346501863

Bake-off Cafe
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Just Launched: 

iPhone 13 series
Aniket Pande from BlazeTechnica reviews the latest line of iPhones launched at the 
recent Apple Event.

September 14 put to rest the rumours that have been circulating the latest line of Apple products to be introduced to the market. Here’s 
a brief review of the most awaited product: the iPhone 13 series. 

Camera
Just like the iPhone 12 series, iPhone 13 series comes in four 
models. Apple added some minor design changes to the rear 
camera layout for iPhone 13 and 13 mini – the earlier vertical 
arrangement of the dual cameras now comes in a diagonal 
design. The hardware for the camera has been upgraded to 
two 12MP sensors for regular and ultrawide shots, with the 
front-facing camera also upgraded to 12MP. Sensor shift 
stabilisation, earlier available only on Pro models has now 
been made available for iPhone 13 and 13 mini. Another great 
introduction has been the new software features such as the 
cinematic mode for the rear camera and the centre stage 
feature for the front camera; this is applicable for the entire 
series.  

Highlights
Powering these new iPhones is Apple’s new A15 Bionic 
Processor which Apple claims offers 50% faster CPU 
performance and 30% faster GPU performance; this is 
compared to the A14 Bionic found on the iPhone 12 series. 
iPhone 13 and 13 mini continue to support 5G, allow for 
wireless charging and are water and dust resistant, rated 
IP68. While battery capacity is yet to be revealed, the 
current claim is for 2.5 hours longer life than the previous 
models. Base storage has also increased, holding 128 GB as 
compared to the earlier 64 GB.  

Price Range:
iPhone 13: INR 79,900 (starting)
iPhone 13 mini: INR 69,900 (starting)

Source: Apple

iPhone 13 and 13 mini Display
iPhone 13 and 13 mini come with a 6.1-inch and 5.4-inch Super 
Retina XDR display respectively. Although not too different 
from the iPhone 12 and 12 mini, the additional feature of 
800 Nits, which goes up to 1200 Nits in HDR makes outdoor 
visibility the best ever. The notch has gotten slightly smaller 
and it packs the same face ID mechanism for unlocking the 
phone.
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Source: Apple

iPhone 13 Pro and 13 Pro Max

Camera
The Pro line has largely improved on camera hardware, adding 
a new set of regular, ultrawide and telephoto cameras, along 
with sensor shift stabilisation and added support for ProRes 
video, Apple’s own video codec. Dolby Vision HDR is also 
supported up to 4k 60fps. The front camera measures 12MP.

Display
In terms of design, the similarities to the Pro line for iPhone 
12 remain the same, with the addition of new colours. The 
display, however, has had a major update. The iPhone 13 Pro 
and 13 Pro Max come with 6.1-inch and 6.7-inch Super Retina 
XDR display respectively, with ProMotion display up to a high 
refresh rate of 120 Hz, able to go as low as 10 Hz. Apple claims 
the display can be up to 25% brighter outdoors than ever 
before and continues to enable face ID mechanism.

Highlights
Pro models in the 13 series continue to be powered by the 
A15 Bionic processor. The notch on 13 Pro and 13 Pro Max 
has gotten slightly smaller. Apple has improved the 5G 
connectivity for the entire 13 series by adding support for 
more bands. Just like the previous models, 13 Pro and 13 Pro 
Max also support wireless charging and are IP68 water and 
dust resistant. 

Price Range:
iPhone 13 Pro: INR 1,19,900 
13 Pro Max: INR1,29,900
13 Pro Max (ITB storage variant): INR 1,79,900 
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Sangita Chatterjee:   
"Bollywood Has a Great History of 

Getting Inspired by Kathak"
Imbibing within her the essence of Kathak of the Lucknow Gharana, its lyrical and sensuous movements, the 

treasure of its scintillating rhythmic patterns and subtle abhinaya, SANGITA CHATTERJEE entered the whirling 
world of beautiful dance under the tutelage of Guru Smt Vaswati Misra, one of the leading proponents of 

Lucknow Gharana Kathak. The artist, in conversation with VINAY AGARWAL speaks on fresh challenges, her 
renewed relationship with the dance form and more.

An empanelled artist of ICCR, IWCF and SPIC 
MACAY, Sangita Chatterjee has emerged as a 
soloist par excellence and has carved her niche as 
a thinking dancer whose approach towards the art 

is beyond a performance. Some of her stage acts include 
Umak Festival, Jayadev Festival, and the India International 
Travel Fare (Taiwan) and International Dance Festival 
(Taiwan). She also had the distinction to choreograph for 
the occasion of the state visit of Bangladesh Prime Minister 
at Rashtrapati Bhawan in the presence of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi and the entire political galaxy.

As a choreographer, Sangita has worked in collaborative 
projects with different embassies for cross-cultural 
productions, amongst which RAMAYAN with Japanese 
Nihon Buyo dancers courted critical acclaim. She has also 
been awarded with Sringar Mani and Jayadev Samman for 
her performances. Currently, Sangita serves as the artistic 
director of Kalpataru Arts, and is a Kathak faculty at The Pink 
Lotus Academia.

Excerpts from a chat
As Kathak involves a lot of footwork, how do you take 
care of your feet before and after a performance?

Yes, Kathak involves a lot of footwork and like any other 
sport, it all starts with being resilient, being trained in a way 
that it doesn’t affect your body that much. It is important to 
understand the years of training that goes into it, rather than 
after-care post performances.

If it is really bad after the performance, we dip our feet in warm 
water with a little bit of salt but nothing as such before the 
performance. More than the feet, knees are extremely important 
for Kathak dancers because the entire pressure comes from the 
knee and the knee has to be soft enough.

ARTS AND 
THEATRE
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What are a few of the challenges in teaching this dance 
form online?

To be honest, I was quite skeptical about teaching online but 
during this last one year, I have been taking online classes, 
and to my surprise the ball has been rolling quite well and my 
students are growing. Earlier, I thought it would be difficult 
to explain certain nuances of dance, but I am able to do that 
through the screen as well.

Though the personal touch is required, I feel this is a great way 
for the students who are unable to come physically. I have some 
international students. This has been a revelation for me.

Tell us about your state of mind before a big performance.

Whether it is a small performance, or a big platform, it does not 
matter to me anymore as I try to plan meticulously. Now, it has 
gone beyond my profession and is a very personal experience 
for me.

So, for every performance I just want myself to get into that 
zone of going beyond my body. It’s a very different experience 
every time I perform. I would say that I am anxious but with 
that I would also say that there’s a lot of joy I start experiencing 
when I am on stage which I want to share with my audience.

I would say that my state of mind elevates from my current 
circumstances and just goes beyond my own current space. I 
feel like I am traversing in some other space where there is a lot 
of freedom.

As you've performed in various prestigious venues and 
events, do you miss performing in a physical space?

Absolutely! I think this is the biggest thing an artist must have 
missed during this year of no stage performances because 
ultimately performing arts is something where our engagement 
with the audience is essential. Though there are virtual events, 
they can never replace the experience that we get on a live 
performance where a kind of bond gets created between the 
audience and the artist and this is special and palpable. I am 
hoping to come back on stage soon. 

What do you think of 'Kathak sequences' in Bollywood 
films?

Bollywood has a great history of getting inspired by Kathak. 
Great Kathak Maestros such as Pandit Gopi Krishna ji and 
Lacchu Maharaj ji choreographed for Bollywood. However, being 
a Kathak artist I feel that our audience is misguided because 
ultimately what we see in Bollywood could be called as “Inspired 
by Kathak” but not Kathak. I have reservations about calling it 
“Bollywood Kathak.”

Tell us about your current role at Kalpataru Arts.

It is a socio-cultural organisation which aims to promote Indian 
art and culture. It creates a space where art can evolve safely 
without judgements, where there will be creative discourses; 
basically a space for art to grow and add value and also to 
develop a community of artists and art lovers, bringing them 
together to experience art.

We do a yearly event, Manthan Festival, monthly Saksham 
series such as lecture series, workshop series, and then we have 
Inspire, which is an interview series. Right now, we are coming 
up with our first dance film festival, Chakshu.

Do share one fond memory related to Kathak.

There are many fond memories in my dance career. Kathak 
has taken me to places. I have travelled to more than thirty 
countries. I like to make friends and get involved in new 
cultures, understand them and try to build bonds with whoever I 
meet in my journey.

One memorable anecdote that I would like to share is when I 
was performing somewhere in Europe. After my performance, 
someone from the audience came up and he wanted to see my 
sole. It was moments later that I realised that he was thinking 
that I must be wearing something under my sole which is 
making the sound as the tap dancers do.

Tap dancers wear a shoe under which there is a steel plate 
which makes the sound of the tap. So, this person was 
expecting that the sound that I am creating with my feet was 
because of such shoes. He was blown away when I showed him 
that I was doing it bare feet. So that was a unique and funny 
experience for me but, for him it was quite an exploration.

“Virtual events can never replace 
the experience that we get on a 
live performance where a kind 

of bond gets created between the 
audience and the artist, which is 

special and palpable.” 
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Madhurima 
Chakraborty 

delves into 
the myths 

and legends 
of pujo and 
highlights 
some of 
Kolkata’s 

grand 
mansions and 
their annual 
celebrations. 

TRAVEL

A Royal Celebration:  

Bonedi Bari’r Durga Pujo

T he thakurdalans of old palatial 
buildings of North Kolkata 
count days till the Kolkata 
sky turns azure with cotton 
clouds floating aimlessly, 

indicating the slow but steady advent 
of Sharat season. It is the season of 
homecoming and rejoicing. “Maa Asche!” 
– Mother is coming. 

Goddess Durga hailed as one of the most 
powerful of the Indian pantheon holds a 
special place in the hearts of Bengalis, 
who worship her as a mother and a 
daughter. She is family, coming home. 

Undoubtedly then, Durga pujo is one 
of the most auspicious times in West 
Bengal, filled with pomp and grandeur 
all around. The daughter returns, now 
a mother herself, accompanied by her 
four children to her paternal home. 
The lore carries obvious parallels to 
the real-life duties of a married Indian 
woman common married Indian woman. 
A community unites as a family to 
celebrate her short homecoming, ready 
to adorn her with gifts and love galore. 

This would later set the stones for 
the mansions of the aristocrats; 
known now for the fantastic pandals 
they uphold. The British would go on 
to procure three villages of Bengal, 
on of them being the Sutanuti village. 
Trade would change its landscape, 
with Bengali Zamindars negotiating 
for themselves a free rule over the 
land in exchange for an annual tax. 
These Zamindars would soon move 
to Kolkata, and start building their 
palatial complexes to house family, 
servants, relatives, dependants and 
more.  

IN THE BEGINNING…

Much of the beautiful spirit of the 
festival can be attributed to the erstwhile 
Zamindar families of Bengal who initiated 
Akaal bodhon, or the worship of Maa 
Durga. Historical documents trace the first 
recorded celebration to Raja Nabakrishna 
Deb, who celebrated after winning the 
Battle of Plassey, having sided with the 
British and ousted the reign of Nawab 
Sirajuddin in the late 18th century. 
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The Bonedi Baris of North Kolkata

Three hundred and some more years 
later, those mansions stand, despite 
the gnaw of time and tell the tale of 
a historic time! Called Bonedi bari, it 
stands for a colloquial expression for the 
primary. Even after all these years, the 
grandeur and opulence of the interiors, 
the imported discerning decorative 
pieces, the ornate details of high standing 
ceilings and the massive chandeliers 
of these houses would evoke reverence 
among the visitors. 

Today, there are about thirty old Zamindar 
houses in North and central Kolkata 
where Durga pujo is celebrated. In the 
greater parts of Bengal, the number 
reaches up to 100. Kolkata is well-known 
for its pujo celebrations, with funded 
pandals long crossing the opulence and 
grandeur of the baris. Yet, the pujo at 
these baris is flocked by those who revere 
experiencing a still moment in time, 
ensconced in these palatial mansions of 
the British Rule. 

The Sabarna Roy Choudhury House

It is said that Sabarna Roy Choudhury 
celebrated Durga pujo in Kolkata for the 
first time, back in 1610. He owned Kalikata, 
one of the three villages sold to the East 
India Company and moved to the suburbs, 
or modern-day Kolkata. This pujo dates to 
the era of Mughal empire Jehangir, when 
Maharaja Man Singh was the subedar of 
Bengal. The house now hosts two pujos 
simultaneously, one held on each floor. 

A pronounced Aatchala stands by the 
Shiv Mandir where the idol artisans come 
and stay for months, giving life to the 
idol. Painting the eyes, also known as 
Chokkhudan, one of the most prominent 
parts of making the Durga Pratima (idol) 
takes place on the day of Mahalaya.  

Although celebrations now do not run 
for months on end like they used to, the 
tradition of inviting people in continues. 
This is the only opportunity for a person 
to enter these houses and witness the 
massive thakurdalans, their elaborate and 
distinct style of worshipping, the humongous 
preparation of bhog and all in all, take in 
the royal air around. We survey just eight of 
these numerous houses to provide you with 
a short guide for travel. 

PUJO TIDBIT: 

On the day of farewell (visarjan) the 
womenfolk of the family come to the 
Thakur dalan and celebrate sindur khela. 
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Shobhabazar Rajbari

In many ways, the Shobhabazar 
Rajbari paved the way for pujo to be a 
social celebration amongst the Bengali 
community. They were the first to invite 
the British to witness pujo, breaking many 
shackles of the old society. 

The Durga pujo of Shobhabazar Rajbari 
dates to 260 years in the past. The lion, 
Maa Durga’s loyal stead, here has the face 
of a horse and is green in colour. However, 
the lion at the entrance to Shobhabazar 
Rajbari remains prominent. Instead of a 
goat, a catfish is sacrificed on the day of 
Sandhi Pujo on Ashtami. 

Shobhabazar Rajbari too hosts more 
than one celebration. The Durga idol of 
chototorof is the prettiest in my opinion. 
Ornate Belgium glass, gothic architecture, 
European decor, and marbled floor 
renders the natmancha a signature 
identity. The idol dazzles in Sabeki gold 
jewels and garlands prepared with lotus 
flowers. The natmancha is painted in 
white while the house is painted in red 
hue. 

The Rani Rashmoni House

It is quite an experience visiting the house 
of Rani Rashmoni at Janbazar. Located at 
the heart of central Kolkata, this Zamindar 
house belonged to Rani Rashmoni, who 
is otherwise famous for establishing the 
Dakshineswar temple. It was under her 
patronage that the Ramakrishna ideology 
flourished in Bengal. 

One of her sons-in laws inherited the 
palace of Janbazar. The Durga idols 
of Janbazar are painted inside the 
thakurdalan. The idol is crafted in the 
ekchala style, covered in beautiful daker 
saaj and almost 13 feet tall. It is an 
ekchala murti with beautiful white daker 
saaj and 13 feet in height. 

PUJO TIDBIT: 

At the entrance, an artist of the family 
has painted a beautiful mural of 
Ganesh. 

PUJO TIDBIT: 

Kumari Pujo takes place here in Nabami. 
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Jorasanko Shib Krishna Daw Bari 

The Daw family of Jorasanko is known for 
their business of gunmaking. On the last 
day of Durga pujo, also known as Bijaya 
Dashami, they perform a gun salute as 
the idol is prepared for immersion in the 
waters of river Ganga. 

Once again split into two festivities, the 
choto Daw bari decks up the idol in the 
prettiest of gold ornaments, for which 
the Daw family is well-known. Add to 
this the chandeliers, the glass work, the 
old mansion, and antique home decor, a 
surreal experience is born. 

Head towards the elder brother’s house 
of the Daw family, a few meters away 
from the main road and you will come 
upon a house structure resembling that 
of lotus petals. The ekchala Durga idol is 
mesmerising in beauty. 

The Dutta Bari 

Located near Girish Park metro station, 
the Dutta Bari Durga Pujo of Balaram 
Dutta lane dates to 200 years. Staying 
true to the tradition, the idol is taken away 
from the thakurdalan on the shoulders 
of the men of the family and not any 
truck. The Durga idol is prepared at the 
natmandir, has beautiful large eyes, and 
a lemon-yellow hue on her sombre face. 
You may spot the earthen jars used to 
store water which is used for every ritual 
performed in the pujo.

Thanthania Dutta Bari

Located near Pathuriaghata, the 
Thanthania bari has a stunningly 
beautiful courtyard where time stands 
still. This is a piece of Europe tucked 
away in the old narrow lanes of North 
Kolkata. This pujo is perhaps one of the 
most unique of them all.  Maa Durga’s 
stead, for example, is extremely tiny in 
the ekchala. The vanquished demon does 
not appear, and instead the goddess 
is accompanied by her husband. Thus, 
Durga is seated next to Shiva in her Gauri 
form, and is shown with only two hands, 
showering blessing aplenty. There is no 
weapon seen. Daughters Lakshmi and 
Saraswati appear on either side as the 
goddess’ sakhis. 

The Bonedi Bari’r Durga Pujo are distinct in 
their styles and manners of celebration. 
What unites pujo celebrations from 
anywhere in the world is the call to 
Maa Durga to return the next year. An 
experience at the pujos of these royal 
houses will only prove to devotees 
the reverence and love with which the 
goddess is considered. 

Khelat Ghosh Bari

The Martin and Bern Company from 
Germany had originally planned and 
executed the palatial building of Khelat 
Ghosh, known as Pathuriaghata Palace. 
The long corridors stretching over 80 
feet made of marble have several classic 
antique decorative pieces which were 
imported directly from Europe.  
Imported silver foil for daker saaj and 
elaborate flower decoration remain as 
highlights of the pujo here. The Khelat 
Ghosh Mansion is an architectural 
wonder and hosts a second pujo at a 
much smaller scale, although silver is the 
common theme! 

PUJO TIDBIT: 

Notice the hat that Kartik adorns. It 
resembles the pagri of the yesteryears!

PUJO TIDBIT: 

The dorbesh, a type of sweetmeat 
offered to the Goddess, is most famous 
of Dutta Bari.

PUJO TIDBIT: 

The ritual of Dhuno Purono is observed 
by the women of the family, who sit with 
a clay pot filled with fire on their head 
during Ashtami Pujo! 

PUJO TIDBIT: 

Beyond silver foil, silver utensils are 
also heavily used!
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Dasara Musings
The vibrant month of October is upon us, and so are the various festivals we eagerly wait for. RASHMI GOPAL RAO 
describes the diversity of India by showcasing how one festival is celebrated differently across 5 cities. 

Dasara, or Dussehra, one of the most important 
festivals of India, is right around the corner. 
A festival that is celebrated with great pomp 
and fervour, Dasara is observed for a variety of 
reasons and is marked by a plethora of rituals 

which differ in different parts of the country.  Here is a look at 
some cities in India where the ten-day festival is observed in 
a manner that is both grand and unique.

Mysore
Often referred to as the cultural capital of Karnataka, Mysore 
or Mysuru as it is known today is synonymous with its 
extravagant Dasara celebrations that lasts for ten days 
starting from the day after Mahalaya Amavasya.  Locally 
called Nadda Habba, the history of the festivities date back to 
over 400 years and has been patronized by the Wodeyars, the 
royal dynasty which ruled Mysore from the 14th century to 
India’s independence. A slew of cultural events are planned 
across the cities’ famous landmarks like the Jaganmohan 
Palace, Town Hall, and the Kalamandir, all of which are 
decked up for the occasion. 

The beautiful Mysore Palace, royal residence to the Wodeyar 
family, is a sight to behold, with lights adorning the entire 
building during the festival. The highlight of the celebrations 
acts as a fitting finale – the jumbo savari or the Mysore 
Dasara procession – wherein trained elephants are adorned 
and carry the coveted idol of Goddess Chamundeshwari from 
the palace to Bannimantap. The idol is placed in a mantapa 
or enclosure that is made from gold and weighs a whopping 
750 kg. The procession includes camels, horses, policemen, 
and music bands and is spectacular to say the least. The 
torchlight parade that follows is the last event of this grand 
festival.

LEGENDS AND CUSTOMS GALORE…

Like most Hindu festivals, Dasara celebrates the victory of good 
over evil. In some regions, Vijayadashami is believed to be the 
day Lord Rama defeated the ten headed demon Ravana. In other 
regions, it is believed that Goddess Durga destroyed the demon 
Mahishasura on this day.

In the South, the nine days preceding Vijayadashami are 
considered extremely auspicious.  An arrangement of dolls called 
Gollu is displayed, and puja is offered on all ten days. Some places 
burn effigies of Ravana while others conduct processions wherein 
idols of Goddess Durga are immersed into the sea. Women dance 
to the foot tapping beats of garba in the West and indulge in a 
celebration quite unlike any other.  
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Hyderabad
Dasara celebrations in Hyderabad are marked by 
Bathukamma, which is a floral festival.  It is celebrated for 
a period of nine days starting from Mahalaya Amavasya till 
Durgashtami.  This festival is an ode to Mother Earth and 
explores the intrinsic connection between earth, water, and 
mankind. The celebration is mostly done by womenfolk who 
collect native species of flowers and arrange it in a circular 
fashion in a brass plate which they worship amidst the 
chanting of hymns and songs.

At dusk, women carry the arrangement on their heads and 
immerse it in a freshwater pond. The flower arrangement on 
the last day is the biggest and most elaborate. Women also 
make an idol of “Boddeamma” (Durga) from mud which is 
worshipped and subsequently immersed in water.

Kullu
Yet another special celebration of Dussehra is at Himachal's 
Kullu Valley which takes place for seven days after 
Vijayadashami. The chariot procession or Rath Yatra of Lord 
Raghunath is the highlight. Other village deities and gods 
are also a part of the procession, making it a much-awaited 
celebration in the region that is attended by lakhs of devotees. 

The history of the celebration dates to the 17th century when 
King Jagat Singh installed an idol of Raghunath as a mark of 
his penance. The epicentre of these festivities is the Dhalpur 
Maidan in Kullu which transforms into a riot of colours and 
marked by a host of cultural activities. On the last day, logs of 
wood are burnt to symbolise the burning of Lanka, home of 
Ravana.

Kolkata
Arguably the grandest of all Dasara celebrations is the one in 
the City of Joy aka Kolkata.  Pandals with the idol of Goddess 
Durga, accompanied by Lord Ganesha, Lord Kartikeya, 
Goddess Saraswathi and Goddess Lakshmi dot the entire 
city.  Crafted with innovative themes, the pandals are an 
epitome of creativity and wonderful craftsmanship. 

The celebrations commence with Mahalaya Amavasya and 
gain momentum from the sixth day, with people visiting 
the pandals along with family and friends. Sapthami or 
Saraswathi puja is grandiose and so are the next two days 
which involve homa, sacrifice, and bhog.  It is on the tenth 
day that the festive fervour reaches a crescendo with women 
smearing sindoor on the sculptures as well as on each other. 
Goddess Durga is immersed after a procession, and she is 
believed to return to Her marital home in Kailash with Lord 
Shiva.

Delhi
Dussehra in Delhi is marked by a display of fireworks and the 
Ravana Dahan.  Vijayadashami is observed as the day Lord 
Rama defeated Ravana and hence large effigies of Ravana, 
his son Meghnad, and brother Kumbhakarna are set ablaze, 
symbolizing the victory of good over evil.  The celebrations 
take place at multiple venues across the city and hundreds 
gather for performances and recitations of the Ramlila, the 
mythical tale of Lord Rama and His exploits.  This is followed 
by the burning of the effigies, after which the skies light up 
for the brilliant display of fireworks.
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Yashikaa Shekar talks to Gauri Hukkeri, explaining the idea behind 
Label Auro and how it seeks to change the way we dress our pets. 

PETS

The Purrfect fits for your
Pawfect 

Companions

An ever-growing demand for pet clothing has allowed for 
brands like Label Auro to emerge, addressing the gap in 
the market that is comfortable and stylish yet affordable 

clothing options for our beloved pets. 

It is thus time to dress your pawesome friends in some cute 
and trendy outfits! Based out of Bengaluru, Label Auro’s designs 
range from adorable dresses to festive fits and trendy scarves 
to professional-looking wear! With a philosophy that says every 
pet deserves the best of the best, Auro makes sure that your pet 
has the perfect wear to be stylish and comfortable, while joyfully 
flaunting its personality. 

Yashikaa Shekar, the prime mover of the venture, says that the 
brand is close to her heart, since the idea of starting the venture 
popped up when she was experimenting with all kinds of fits for 
her chocolate brown labrador named Auro. As Auro turned one, 
Yashikaa thought of making something special, and hence, Label 
Auro was established as a clothing brand for pets.

“My pup, Auro, is a sweetheart who loves wearing and tearing 
clothes. After loads of trial and error, we are now able to execute 
anything and everything our clients want for their pooches and 
cattos,” Yashikaa says.

When asked about which order she enjoyed creating the most, 
Yashikaa exclaims that it was an order for a denim jacket 
with embroidery for a labrador, that would complement his 
personality. As a person who loves experimenting with things and 
taking challenges, Yashikaa would love to expand the label to 
make outfits for animals beyond the classical dog and cat. 

From making customized products to delivering orders in 
bulk, Label Auro caters to all sorts of requests. As Yashikaa 
comments, “We don't believe in one size fits all. We cater to all 
sorts of customisation and create unique masterpieces.” 

If you’ve been looking for a brand that allows customization of 
clothing for pets at an affordable price, Label Auro is undoubtedly 
your go-to place. What’s more, 10% of Label Auro’s profits are 
donated to animal welfare. It’s time to surprise your furry friends 
with a pawfect pack of happiness!

Learn More:
Instagram: @auro_clothing_events
Store: South End Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore, India 
560004
Price: INR 200 (starting)
Shipping: All-India and Worldwide
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Tasteful Décor: 
Incorporating Swings In Your Home  

INTERIORS 

Adding a swing to your home can amp the décor aspect several notches higher, as these experts tell you. Bindu 
Gopal Rao writes on the long-lost interior item of Indian homes. 

Plan it Right
A swing is an element in decor that requires more than just 
spatial planning. Its oscillating movement must be thought 
of while planning the location. “An ideal way of optimising 
its required area would be providing swinging space along 
with an additional walking area. In semi-covered spaces 
such as courtyards or balconies, a swing with a backrest is 
preferable, whereas indoors, one without a backrest comes to 
an advantage. When placed in an aloof corner of the house, 
this swing can work as a place to meditate and contemplate,” 
says Meena Murthy Kakkar, Design Head and Partner, Envisage 
Projects.

With respect to positioning, swings placed in the central part 
of a room enable additional accessibility from both sides. 
However, the placement of swings in the main circulation areas 
could turn out hazardous for people as accidents are least 
expected inside homes.

Family Files
Swings become part of the conversations at homes, 
acting as social spaces. “Key to families, swings add life, 
character, and fun to the entire space that makes it a great 
interactive element for kids. For the outdoors, an interesting 
arrangement would be a swing placed below a pergola or a 
gazebo, embraced by dense greenery all around,” says Shalini 
Chandrashekar, co-Head at Taliesyn. 

Indoor swings are a great way to add alternative seating and a 
fun element to the interior spaces. While the indoor swings and 
the outdoors one work the same way, the safety issues need 
to be emphasised more. Wooden swings can be added as a 
visual separator or for additional seating in the living room or 
balcony. They are available with or without brackets and have 
proven to be versatile seating in one’s home. 

Swings, once a staple in traditional Indian homes, have 
slowly lost their relevance when pit against modern 
interiors. While swings are deemed to be the most ideal 
when used in an outdoor balcony or a garden, a swing 

within the house adds a playful note and brightens up the space. 

Meena Murthy Kakkar
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Material Matters
Wood is an ideal material for swings. It is a balanced mix of 
strength, stability, and weight. Combinations that go well with 
wood are cane, metallic supports, and upholstery. Various 
swing types such as traditional swings, cane swings, and 
flip back swings can be designed with wood as the primary 
element. Indoor swings are usually made of teak wood. They 
hold adjustable brass chains supporting the central swing 
with a curved backrest and hand rest. They come with fabric 
padding on the central portion to offer easy and comfortable 
seating. Unless one swings from an exposed beam, install 
eye screws into a ceiling joist that is secure for a swing to 
be mounted from. Using a half-inch diameter screw helps 
distribute the stress over a wider area while a thinner screw 
may adequately support the weight of a swinging person. 
Inspect the eye screws and ceiling beams for signs of wear or 
movement on a regular basis. 

Advantage Factor
Swings are a way to exercise one's knees. They provide 
physiotherapy to the legs as well as craft the perfect space 
for some self-time. When designed with suitable materials, 
supports, and aesthetics, they add a vital sense of belonging to 
the house. 

Shaily Ganatra, Founder and Principal Designer, The Auura 
Interior Design Studio says, “It can be added to the meditation 
space, or one can use it as a part of home-bar seating. Swings 
included in corners help induce an artistic touch to the room. 
When added to the bedrooms, they offer a whimsical quality 
to the space.  The inclusion of a swing in the living room 
also helps in uplifting the interior space. One can make the 
upholstery to be in a vibrant contrasting shade to make it 
stand out or use the same colour scheme to let it blend in.” 
Swings are also nostalgic and associated with childhood 
memories, so when you add a swing, it can add more than a 
décor element in your home.

Remember:
• Understand the style of your interiors and location 

while choosing a swing. 

• Heavy metal swings may seem bulky in a contemporary 
house. The use of minimal light weight swings can be 
chosen for newer homes. 

• Consider the weight capacity of the swing as well as 
the user group. The requirements of a swing for a child 
would differ from that of an older adult. 

• Never place a stand-alone swing on the terrace. In 
rough weather, there is a high possibility of the swing 
flying off condos. 

• Do not place swings with heavy stands inside the 
house as the stand occupies twice the space. 

• Avoiding curvilinear swings will work well for one's 
body posture in the long run. Curved swings affect the 
back with continuous use. 

Ar. Shalini Chandrashekar

Shaily Ganatra
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STREAMING 
NOW

“I don't live in the past, nor do I live to 
expect too much from the future.”:

Dino Morea
Lipika Varma catches up with Dino Morea, fresh off the 
success of the OTT series The Empire, on his gradual return to 
the industry and what’s in store for the star next.

Over the last year, actor and former model Dino Morea has been 
slowly gracing our screens again. The actor, who began his foray 
into the film industry with blockbusters such as Raaz, is currently 
exploring the OTT platform. Hailed for his role as an assassin 
in the second season of Hotstar Special Hostages, Morea has 
once again struck gold with the entertainment label. The Empire, 
directed by Mitakshara Kumar, has Morea in the role of the 
antagonist Shaibani Khan. The performance has received wide 
accolades. In light of this, we catch up with the actor and learn 
what lies next for him.

Your look in The Empire is much raved and talked about. 
What was the process behind it all?

My look was talked about and designed by our director 
Mitakshara Kumar and myself. We tried various looks. The story 
required the person to have a scar on his face and as he is a 
warrior, he needed to have a battered look, like that of someone 
gone to war. The long hair only added to the image. We had some 
fantastic artists come and work with Mitakshara for the jewellery. 
I'm happy it turned out well.

2021 has so far been a busy year for you in terms of acting 
and producing as well. 

The past two weeks of 2021 have been outstanding. As an actor, 
I have had a huge release with The Empire. I have received some 
tremendous feedback for my role as Shaibani Khan, and I feel 
this is a good comeback for me, As a producer, I have The Empire 
as a series, as well as the movie Helmet. Both seem to be doing 
well, touch wood. They say when it rains, it pours. That is exactly 
what is happening in my life at this moment. I have been waiting 
for this opportunity for a really long time. I have been working on 
my production as well as myself as an actor. It’s been busy and I 
hope it continues to be busy for a long time.

“They say when it rains, it 
pours. That is exactly what 

is happening in my life at this 
moment.”
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Will you ever reunite with the Bhatts again, be it as an 
actor or producer?

I would love to reunite with Mahesh Bhatt sir. And Mukesh ji 
too, if ever there is an opportunity. I think it might happen with 
me as an actor, but if there is an interesting script and we can 
collaborate, then why not? I am open to working with everybody. 

You have had an interesting life, with many twists and 
curves your way. What do you think of, when you look 
back at your past experiences now?

At this point in my life, I look at my past experiences in 
everything I have been through. It has taught me a lot. I find a 
far more mature understanding of life. You know, life teaches 
you a lot. It takes you high and puts you on a pedestal, and 
then it drops you down. I have seen the highs and the lows; the 
film industry has taught me a lot too. I have imbibed all that I 
have learnt going forward. I don't live in the past, nor do I live to 
expect too much from the future. However, I am very ambitious. 
I try my best to live every day to the maximum; life has taught 
me to do that. You can dream and work hard, and I've done 
that. I have realised that nothing can match hard work and 
that there will always be a light at the end of the dark tunnel. I 
am disciplined and I know I will be able to fight my way out of 
difficult situations in life. I’m on my way up again.

Will we ever see you venture into South Indian films?

I’m an actor, so yes. No matter where the film is from, be it North, 
South, East or West, I definitely wish to participate as long as the 
story is good. 

Is marriage on the cards anytime soon?

Marriages are not made in heaven; marriages are made here, 
knotted on Earth – that’s a truth. Hopefully, marriage happens 
soon. I do believe in the institution of marriage.

“I try my best to live every 
day to the maximum; life has 

taught me to do that.”
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“At the moment I want to focus 
on acting but I would definitely 

want to produce soon.”

Emraan Hashmi
Emraan Hashmi, in an interview with Lipika Varma, on 
his latest release and its intriguing plot, as well as future 
projects.

Emraan Hashmi has come a long way from his 
debut days, finding his footing and forte as 
an actor and a producer. His latest venture is 
the much-awaited film Chehre, where he stars 

opposite Amitabh Bachchan in the lead role. He talks us 
through the film, and its processes, and spills the details on 
what lies ahead.

You have come a long way in your career, dabbling in 
both acting and production. What comes next?

As a producer, I’m waiting for the right script. In the 
meantime, I’m focusing on acting. Producing and wearing 
a producer’s hat comes with its own challenges. At the 
moment I want to focus on acting but I would definitely 
want to produce soon.

Actors have been known to be troublemakers on 
set, but never you. What have you learnt from your 
experience as an actor and a producer?

I was an assistant director before becoming an actor, so 
I know the hurdles a producer must face. I am aware of 
how they get into a spot when the actors trouble them. I 
am very respectful and empathetic towards the producers 
and give my 100% to my projects. Producing films is an 

“ People feel that 
producing a film 

only concerns the 
finances. Taking 

creative calls 
is much more 

important for a 
film”

extremely tough job. Beyond the financial aspect, there are so many 
things unknown when you're shooting a film. You need to get everything 
right. People feel that producing a film only concerns the finances. 
Taking creative calls is much more important for a film unless you are 
100% in or else it is not a good thing to get in.
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Let’s talk about Chehre. What’s behind the title?

Chehre does simply refer to face. All human beings have 
different faces in real life. Chehre is given this title because 
it’s an interesting film and explores this theme of masking. 
Every character in the film has many faces. We all wear 
masks and very seldom reveal our vulnerabilities or our 
real face. We are exposed when we are pushed behind 
the wall; then, we reveal our faces. We are someone we 
truly trust. That's the title: Chehre. It comes from Amitabh 
Bachchan’s character trying to face us. When I enter the 
house, he wants to unmask the real face of mine. He is a 
lawyer, so he tries to unearth whatever I have done and get 
to the bottom of the matter. In the narration, they forget 
their identity in this game of masking and unmasking. The 
question asked is ‘Who are they actually?’

There has been a lot of chatter about the setting of 
the movie. 

It’s a deserted, reclusive place. A group of lawyers, and a 
judge, assemble in this house. They start playing a very 
interesting game. The game they play is a mock trial, a 
courtroom drama. Amitji’s character grills the guests. He 
wants to know what it is that a person has done in their life 
that is unethical and wrong. It’s then that you start seeing 
some revelations in this house.

How was your experience working with Amitabh 
Bachchan?

was very scary in the beginning, obviously. It was a great script, 
and I was excited to work with Amit ji alongside a stellar cast. Fear 
crops up. I hoped to be able to match up and not ruin the script. 
That’s when my survival mechanism kicked in. I worked my ass 
off before getting into comparisons. I worked hard, and I hope the 
audience is able to see that. 

Future endeavours?

It’s a Malayalam horror remake of the super hit film Ezra, although 
the original title might not be the final title. This film will probably 
be a September or October release.

“ I worked hard, and I hope 
the audience is able to see 

that.”
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“Be it movies, series, or theatre, as long as I get to 
act, I'm pleased.”

Sharib Hashmi
With his role as ‘JK’ in The Family Man, Sharib Hashmi has not 
only won many hearts but has become a household name. In 
a conversation with AAKANKSHA BAJPAI he speaks about his 
journey in the film industry.

The second season of The Family Man had the audience finding 
themselves in tandem with the characters. In this journey, we also 
found our omnipresent friend ‘JK’ in Sharib Hashmi. 

His breakout role is credited to the Amazon Prime series, but we 
have seen him grace our screens many times. Alongside playing 
the lead role in the 2012 film Filmistaan, Hashmi has also starred 
in Jab Tak Hai Jaan, and Slumdog Millionaire, alongside OTT 
performances in Asur and Scam 1992. We learn from the actor 
about his upcoming projects and his journey so far. 

On Acting and The Beginning 
Your father was a film journalist; will you say that impacted 
your career and your choices?

It had a huge impact on me. The seeds of becoming an actor 
were sown subconsciously in my mind. I used to go to film parties 
with my father. I would attend film shoots, grand premieres and 
muhurats; as a child, I was awestruck with the glitz and glamour. 
Somehow, I knew I was made for this world. So yes, it was because 
of my father that I was introduced to showbiz. 

You started as an Assistant Director and even wrote for 
movies. How and when did the switch to acting come to be? 

I actually acted in two films, Slumdog Millionaire and Haal E Dil, even 
before I had decided to become an actor. I was working at Channel 
V when a friend suggested my name for a bit part in Haal E Dil. 
Another friend had cast me in a sequence in Slumdog Millionaire. 
I still had no intention of taking up acting as a profession then. 
It was when I was working at Imagine Showbiz that my dear 
friend Namit Das recommended my name for a part in Dhobi Ghat. 
Although I got auditioned and got selected as well, Kiran ji thought 
appearance wise I did not match the character well and I was 
replaced with Danish Hussain, who’s a brilliant actor and now a 
dear friend. That incident however shook me completely, and I 
decided to quit my well-paying job at the age of 33 to pursue acting 
full time. That’s how the acting journey began. 

What is your creative process before taking up any role?

I don’t have a fixed process. It keeps changing with the kind of 
role I get. Every character demands a different approach. Some 
characters need extensive research, some need spontaneity. So, 
my process also changes with every role.  

You have done series as well as movies. How different are 
both the mediums? Which one do you prefer?

Though as an audience, cinema is what I love more, as far as 
work is concerned, I just prefer to act. The medium really doesn’t 
matter to me. Be it movies, series, or theatre, as long as I get to 
act, I'm pleased.

“ It was because of my father that 
I was introduced to showbiz”
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The Experience So Far
Your role as ‘JK’ in The Family Man has garnered you more 
attention than any of your previous roles. How did that 
impact your professional and personal life?

It changed drastically! All these years I was yearning for that 
kind of love and appreciation, which I received as JK. And I thank 
Raj, DK, and Mukesh Chhabra for casting me in such an adorable 
character. Now the kind of roles I'm being offered are meaty and 
the audience love has increased immensely. All I can say now is 
‘Yeh Dil Maange More’. 

We saw you alongside Shahrukh Khan in Yash Chopra’s last 
movie, Jab Tak Hai Jaan. How was that experience?

Jab Tak Hai Jaan was like a dream come true. Working in Yash 
ji’s last film as a director was a huge honour for me. I still 
remember my first day when I entered YRF studio – Aditya 
Chopra standing with his team on one side, and on the other 
was ace cinematographer Anil Mehta along with the legendary 
Yash Chopra. It was as if I was dreaming. Then I met the greatest 
superstar, SRK, and he never made me feel like a newcomer. He 
was a great co-actor. I’ll always cherish the days I spent on the sets 
of Jab Tak Hai Jaan. 

Latest Ventures
Your recent projects are Bishwa and Helmet; how different 
are your characters in both the movies?

I have a small cameo in Helmet whereas, in Bishwa, I’ll be seen in 
an important part. And yes, they are completely different from each 
other. I’m very happy with the kind of roles I’ve been offered post 
The Family Man. 

Where can we see you next?

I have a few projects lined up and coming through. There’s 
Dhaakad, Mission Majnu, and Bishwa, as well as a series called Six 
Suspects.On working with SRK: “He never 

made me feel like a newcomer.”

Filmistaan won a National Award. How was that 
experience different from any of your other experiences 
in movies?  

Filmistaan is and will always remain closest to my heart. It was 
because of Filmistaan that people took notice of my work for the 
first time. I learnt a lot working on the film with an amazingly 
talented cast such as Kumud Mishra ji, Inaamulhaq, and Gopal 
Dutt. Each of them taught me something new. I will never be able 
to thank director Nitin Kakkar enough for giving me Filmistaan.

Manoj Bajpayee and you seem to share a close bond on 
and off-screen. How has your experience been working 
with him?

Working with Manoj sir has been such a satisfying experience. I 
really wish and pray to God that I get to work with him on many 
more projects. It’s like going to a film school. He makes his 
co-stars so comfortable that you forget you’re working with a 
legend. All you remember is the character Srikant Tiwari. He’s a 
friend, philosopher, guide, and big brother all rolled into one for 
me. I love and respect him and admire him tremendously. 
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STREAMING 
NOW JCB Longlist Highlight: 

A Ballad of Remittent Fever
Ashoke Mukhopadhyay, author of the longlisted title for JCB Prize for Literature, A 

Ballad of Remittent Fever, speaks to Mallik Thatipalli about this latest book.

In a time when everyone is grappling with a new sense and 
understanding of health and medicine, narratives on and around 
medicine come through as a stunning aid. First published in 
Bengali, Ashoke Mukhopadhyay’s A Ballad of Remittent Fever weaves 
an informative and gripping tale on health, medicine, and the lives of 
those at the forefront: our doctors. We speak to the author to learn 
how this JCB longlist title came to fruition…

How did this book come about? Can you tell us about how 
the idea germinated and how you worked through it?
To be honest, I got the idea in a dream. The river lay ahead. A blue 
current. The hill sloped upwards on the left, densely wooded. A boy 
of thirteen or fourteen lay on the ground, surrounded by a group of 
primitive men and women, naked. A figure in deerskin descended 
on the spot. Suddenly leaping forward and planting himself on the 
boy’s chest, he sliced off a portion of the skin on the right side of 
the boy’s scalp at lightning speed with his flat, slender stone. As 
soon as he peeled the skin away, the skull presented itself, like 
white ice. Now the man in the deerskin chose a thicker, sharper 
stone and swiftly cut open a circle in the skull, removing the disc. I 
had this dream twice, maybe thrice. Then, it started gathering moss. 
I decided to write something on the flow and development of public 
health, and of course, the impact of epidemics on human beings.

Tell us about the book. What are your major themes?
My book is neither a history of medical sciences nor is an account 
of discoveries in medical sciences during the period of the novel 
although fragments of history and discoveries are sprinkled all over. 
I used these as the backdrop to my non-linear narrative.

I wanted to amplify those characteristics of a human being that 
are there in the person themself. Some of these like deep love, 
philanthropy, aggression, pathos, sense of loss, nervousness, 
betrayal, despair, superstition, and hope, come out on the open in a 

What are you currently working on?
My current work is on idol makers and clay modellers. I am 
currently focusing on the region of Kumortuli, in the northern 
part of Kolkata. 

Ashoke Mukhopadhyay

more magnified form under conditions of illness and disease.

Your focus is on epidemics and their effects in late 
19th century Calcutta.
Epidemics change the lifestyle of human beings. It impacts 
urban planning, architecture, and public health issues. It also 
highlights superstitions and illogical attitudes in society. At 
home, it is the acid test of mutual relationships. It happens 
everywhere in the world and Calcutta is no exception, just the 
setting here.

HOT ON THE STANDS!
The freshest reads of the month, brought to you by Mallik Thatipalli.

Beautiful World, Where Are You 
by Sally Rooney

Arguably the most sought-
after new book of the year, 
Rooney is back with a story of 
young people and the many 
things about life that plague 
them. Alice, Felix, Eileen, and 
Simon are young but rapidly 
growing older. “They desire 
each other, they delude each 
other, they get together, they 
break apart. They have sex, 
they worry about sex, they 
worry about their friendships 
and the world they live in.” 
Rooney writes about the inner 
workings of youth like no 
other, and this one seems to 
already be a winner.

The Earthspinner
by Anuradha Roy 

The Booker Prize-longlisted 
author is back with a story 
switching between Sara, a 
student at a British university 
trying to battle her loneliness 
through pottery, a craft she has 
honed since a young age; and 
Elango, Sara’s former pottery 
teacher, a Hindu who fell in love 
with a Muslim woman. Jumping 
through time, this searing novel 
takes us through themes of 
immigration, prejudice, art, and 
love, and shows us the eternal 
struggles between ideas of East 
and West, fanaticism and reason, 
creativity, and destruction. 
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